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Preface
We approached the editing of this book on the fashion industry with a clear vision, 
formalized in the invitation to contribute.
Fashion is a lot more than providing an answer to primary needs. It is a way of dis-
tinction, of proclaiming a unique taste, and/or expressing the belonging to a group. 
Sometimes to an exclusive group. Currently, the fashion industry is moving towards
hyperspace, to a multidimensional world that is springing from the integration of
smart textiles and wearable technologies.
It is far beyond aesthetics, though new properties of smart textiles have allowed 
designers to experiment with astonishing forms and expressions. There are new
functionalities made possible by the interactions between wearable technologies, 
fabrics, and the wearer.
There are also surprising contrasts and challenges: a new life for natural fibers, 
fabrics, and dyeing techniques, environmental friendliness, rediscovered by eco-
fashion, and “artificial apparel,” made of microprocessors, sensors, and actuators. 
A movement begun by makers, startups, and microcompanies that today solicits the
interest of famous fashion makers. Is the fashion industry taking profit from this
revolution? How is this revolution affecting the strategies of the fashion industry?
With this spirit, we have selected scientific works capable of composing the multi-
faceted world of fashion in a single design.
Now, the outcome of the process is in your hands.
The theme of sustainability takes to the stage and becomes the protagonist of
the first part of the book. Very complex issues, involving economic, social, and 
environmental aspects, are dealt with in two phases: initially, through three con-
tributions on tools that allow companies to collect and provide evidence of their
environmental motivation; therefore, through effective examples of the applica-
tion of technologies and methodologies aimed at improving communication with
consumers and eco-compatible solutions.
Chapter 1 discusses “Sustainability initiatives in the fashion industry,” by Li Li, and 
proposes an itinerary in four steps: an overview of the most concerning environ-
mental impacts caused by the fashion industry; current leading collective sustain-
ability campaigns mobilizing the fashion industry; current available benchmarks
and tools for measuring environmental impact of the textile lifecycle; and examples
of how companies in the fashion industry are executing sustainability initiatives in
their products or processes.
The goal of the second chapter, written by D.G.K. Dissanayake, is to provide a
detailed and robust answer to the question that stands also as the title of the chap-
ter: “Does mass customization enable sustainability in the fashion industry?” The
starting point is the consideration of the dimension, in environmental form, of the
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evolution of the fashion industry, in particular due to the diffusion on fast fashion. 
The search for new business models seems to be the only way out. A promising con-
sideration is the mass customization strategy and the author discusses the potential 
of this alternative, considering seven key elements that could possibly enhance 
sustainability. Innovation drives industry to ever cleaner and more efficient tech-
nologies. It’s a matter of ethical management and of being able to provide evidence 
to clients and stakeholders.
Chapter 3, “Exploration of bamboo fabric with natural dyes for sustainability,” by 
Kavita Chaudhary, shows the opportunity of bamboo viscose, a regenerated cellu-
losic fiber. The competitive advantages of bamboo as a provider of fiber, compared 
to other natural fibers, are described in terms of physical and chemical properties 
that contribute to the performance characteristics of fabrics. The chapter makes a 
comparative study of natural-dyed, printed bamboo, and cotton fabrics; it shows 
through a sequence of duly illustrated experiments the developing process of gar-
ments and natural-dyed bamboo fabric, thus providing an environmentally friendly 
and aesthetically challenging proposal.
The second part includes three chapters: two of them are focused on counterfeit. 
Pernicious behaviors, which are recorded with increasing concern, cause damage 
to consumers and to companies producing goods, in the parcel of luxury goods. 
Counterfeits are harmful both to the manufacturers of authentic products and to 
the buyers. The economic damage suffered by the company is direct, but it is only 
a small percentage of the reputational damage. The damage suffered by buyers 
is direct, when they believe they are buying a genuine product, and indirect for 
the problems that may be caused to their health when dangerous (and forbidden) 
substances have been used in the making process.
“The counterfeit market and the luxury goods,” the fourth chapter, by Amélia 
Brandão, focuses on the counterfeit market, its influence on luxury consumption, 
and consumers’ drivers for the counterfeit. The chapter also discusses innovative 
ways by which authenticity of luxury goods can be verified.
Erica Varese and Anna Claudia Pellicelli explore “The RFId technology for monitor-
ing the supply chain and for fighting against counterfeiting. A fashion company 
case study” in Chapter 5. Their study involves an Italian company, Oscalito, which 
has adopted RFId technology as a valid support not only to monitor the supply 
chain, especially with reference to inventory management, waste disposal, logistics, 
and transport, but also to protect the Italian origin of production.
Chapter 6 contains a proposal sprung from our research team, joined by the academic 
spinoff company of the University of Torino, “Lo Scatol8 per la Sostenibilità srl.” It 
describes the integration among devices inspired by the Internet of Things technolo-
gies and garments. The lifecycle thinking approach is applied to the evaluation of 
alternative fabric upcycling scenarios. In addition, wearable technologies make up a 
new dimension in the field of awareness raising. People, through the application of 
Scatol8’s system, are allowed to witness their environmental consciousness, wearing 
interactive garments that extend the life of used products, even improving them. In 
the meantime, they contribute to the construction of maps of environmental quality, 
depending on the sensors that are hand stitched on the new garments.
We trust that you will be able to find interesting topics and ideas to further explore 
what you are most passionate about. We express our gratitude to all the authors with 
V
whom we have opened a collaborative and fruitful dialog, which we hope will meet
with the favorable opinion of the readers.
Riccardo Beltramo
University of Torino,
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in the Fashion Industry
Jennifer Xiaopei Wu and Li Li
Abstract
A heightened awareness toward the fashion industry’s environmental impact
has emerged in recent years, stirred by mounting evidence of intensified global
clothing consumption and driven by the increased accessibility and affordability of
clothing. In the last 3 years, the release of several comprehensive reports years
detailing the extent of the fashion industry’s environmental impact, as well as the
founding of several fashion industry-targeted sustainability campaigns (e.g., the
“2020 Commitment” of the Global Fashion Agenda), has not only helped draw
a great deal of attention to the issues but has also triggered an evident wave of
intention toward a concrete, quantifiable action. With the abundance of informa-
tion surrounding the subject of sustainability in the fashion industry, this chapter
intends to provide an overview of (1) the most concerning environmental impacts
caused by the fashion industry, (2) current leading collective sustainability
campaigns mobilizing the fashion industry, (3) current available benchmarks and
tools for measuring environmental impact of the textile life cycle, and (4) examples
of how companies in the fashion industry are executing sustainability initiatives in
their products or processes. Finally, the chapter will conclude with some of the
current challenges and future opportunities in sustainability confronting the
fashion industry.
Keywords: fashion industry, Textiles and Apparel, sustainability, environmental
impact, sustainability initiatives
1. Introduction
The taxing impact the fashion industry has had on the environment is by no
means a new revelation—having accumulated a great deal of evidence over the
years. However, unlike in the past when “sustainability” seemed more like an ideal
adopted by individual, niche grassroot organizations, it is now considered a core
value globally across the fashion industry. The fashion industry’s recent wave of
intentional action toward sustainability is in part motivated by several comprehen-
sive and revealing industry sustainability reports released in the last 3 years [1–3],
but moreover it is a collective response to the recent fashion industry-specific
sustainability campaigns such as the “2020 Commitment,” spearheaded in the last
2 years by several sustainability-driven coalitions (e.g., the Global Fashion Agenda
and the Waste and Resources Action Programme UK), which have rallied formal
commitments from a significant portion of the fashion industry toward concrete,
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The heightened concern toward the fashion industry’s environmental impact is
also stirred by evidence of intensified global clothing consumption—which
according to data from the World Bank [4] has doubled from around 50 billion
units of clothing sales in 2000 to over 100 billion units in 2015 (see Figure 1). This
dramatic increase in clothing consumption has been fueled by fast fashion, an
increasingly bargain-driven consumer, increased accessibility via an expanding
online shopping landscape, and more buying power from a growing middle class,
especially in emerging economies such as China (projected to surpass the United
States “as the largest fashion market in the world” in 2019, according to McKinsey
FashionScope [5]). Unfortunately, the increased accessibility and affordability of
clothing simultaneously propagated not only a culture of excessive consumption but
also a quicker disposal of clothing, as exemplified by an approximately 20%
decrease in the average number of times a garment is worn before it is abandoned as
shown in Figure 1.
Given the abundance of information surrounding the subject of sustainability in
the fashion industry from many sources, there is an opportunity for a collated
overview on the subject. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to provide an
overview of (1) the most concerning environmental impacts caused by the fashion
industry, (2) current leading collective sustainability campaigns mobilizing the
fashion industry, (3) current available benchmarks and tools for measuring envi-
ronmental impact of the textile life cycle, and (4) examples of how companies in
the fashion industry are executing sustainability initiatives in their products or
processes. Finally, the article will conclude with some of the current challenges and
future opportunities in sustainability confronting the fashion industry.
2. The environmental impact of the textile life cycle
In any given industry, each stage of the product life cycle poses an impact on the
environment—by consuming environmental inputs (e.g., water for harvesting raw
materials, fossil fuels to power manufacturing equipment, etc.) and releasing envi-
ronmental outputs (e.g., carbon dioxide emissions from burning fossil fuels, landfill
waste after product is disposed, etc.). For the fashion industry, the environmental
Figure 1.
Growth of clothing sales and decline in clothing utilization since 2000. Source: World bank, [4].
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inputs and outputs of the textile product life cycle is reflected in Figure 2. (It is
worthwhile to note that the term “life cycle” used is misleading in that the above
chain of processes does not form a “cycle,” but is instead linear sequence of
events, with a definite beginning and end. A true cyclical life cycle would be
indicative of recycling or reuse, feeding the end waste back into the system to be
used again).
As shown, the inputs and outputs of the fashion industry’s “textile product life
cycle” pose impact on the environment, but it is the size of the impact which is
staggering. This is partly due to the immense scale of the fashion industry, which
has been evaluated to be a USD 1.3 trillion dollar industry [6], and the world’s third
largest manufacturing industry, after automotive and technology [7]. But also,
according to a report by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, data confirms that the
greenhouse gas emissions produced by textile production exceeds that of interna-
tional aviation and maritime shipping combined. If it continues down this path, it is
projected that by 2050 it could account for 1/4 of the worlds’ carbon emissions [1].
To put it into perspective further, the annual carbon footprint of the fashion
industry’s product life cycle (3.3 billion tons CO2 emissions) is almost equivalent to
that of 28 countries in the EU (3.5 billion tons) [7].
However, greenhouse gas emissions are not the only harmful environmental
outputs from the fashion industry; it is just one of the numerous other inputs and
outputs which have strenuous environmental implications, as exemplified in
Figure 2. The below provides a summary, along with examples, highlighting some
of the leading concerns (note that there are indeed many others; however, for the
purpose of this condensed article, we will focus on the following):
• Heavy consumption of depleting natural resources:
◦ For example, water consumption for cotton crops
◦ For example, coal/natural gas (nonrenewable) energy to power
manufacturing facilities
• Polluting waste outputs (e.g., chemicals, pesticides, carbon emissions, etc.):
◦ For example, fertilizer/pesticide runoff from cotton crops
Figure 2.
Environmental impact (inputs and outputs) of the textile life cycle.
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◦ Dyes/chemical waste from garment factories (e.g., for dyeing and washing
processes)
• Microplastic pollution (e.g., from synthetic fiber shedding):
◦ For example, shedding of polyester fibers (considered microplastics) in
the laundry process: a domestic wash load can release around 700,000
fibers and, as they are unable to be completely filtered out by waste water
treatment plants, end up infiltrating and accumulating in marine
ecosystems [8]. This issue is exacerbated by the drastic increase in the
annual consumption of polyester fibers in the fashion industry, which has
grown exponentially, from 8.3 million tons in 2000, to 21.3 million tons in
2016 [6].
This section provided a condensed overview of the extent of the fashion
industry’s impact on the environment and highlighted the most concerning forms of
impact. However, it is worth noting that the abundance of published data and
literature on the environmental impact of the fashion industry is truly inundating
and could easily extend beyond the scope of this section. The following section will
present some of the current collective global sustainability campaigns which are
striving to alleviate the environmental impact of the fashion industry in the future.
3. Collective global sustainability campaigns in the fashion industry
The intensified evidence of the fashion industry’s impact on the environment in
the last decade prompted the founding of several global sustainability campaigns
within the last 3 years. These campaigns, spearheaded by sustainability-driven coali-
tions, are mobilizing companies across the fashion industry, collectively toward
adopting sustainable materials and practices throughout their design, development,
and supply chains, and have already garnered formal commitments from key players
in the fashion industry which represent a sizable portion of the market. Two pre-
dominant global campaigns, initiated in 2018, are summarized below:
• The “2020 Circular Fashion System Commitment,” introduced by the Global
Fashion Agenda
◦ Mission/action points:
The Global Fashion Agenda is a leadership forum engaging the fashion
industry toward sustainability [9]. Its “2020 Circular Fashion System
Commitment” is a call on the fashion industry to commit toward a
“circular fashion system,” by taking concrete action on one or more of
the following points:
1. Implementing design strategies for cyclability
2. Increasing the volume of used garments and footwear collected
3. Increasing the volume of used garments and footwear resold
4. Increasing the share of garments and footwear made from recycled post-
consumer textile fibers
6
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◦ Industry commitment (as of May 2018):
1. Ninety-four companies signed on (represents 12.5% of the global fash-
ion market), including ASOS, H&M, Nike, Inditex, Kering, and Target.
• The “Sustainable Clothing Action Plan (SCAP) 2020 Commitment,”
introduced by the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP)
◦ Mission/action points:
The SCAP (spearheaded by WRAP) is a collaborative framework and
voluntary commitment for organizations to deliver industry-led targets of
a 15% reduction in carbon,water, andwaste in the clothing industry by [10]:
1. Reinventing how clothes are designed and produced
2. Rethinking how we value clothing by extending life of clothes
3. Redefining what is possible through reuse and recycling
• Industry commitment (as of March 2019):
• Eighty companies signed on (represents 58.5% of the UK’s retail sales volume),
including ASOS, Marks and Spencer, Ted Baker, and others.
The action points of both these campaigns show an emphasis on cyclability—not
just of materials but also practices—and reshaping the product life cycle toward circu-
larity [10] (see Figure 3). The number of companies committed to these campaigns
so far is a promising sign that sustainability is gradually becoming an integral factor in
the fashion industry. Aside from the global sustainability campaigns such as above,
another industry resource supporting companies toward sustainability is the various
benchmarks and tools developed to help the fashion industry gauge the environmental
Figure 3.
A diagrammatic expression of the goal of “circularity” in the textile product life cycle.
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impact of certain materials or processes and therefore help steer decisions accordingly.
The following section will explore some of these tools and benchmarks.
4. Measuring environmental impact: benchmark and tools for the
fashion industry
For companies in the fashion industry to become more cognizant and proactive
about minimizing the environmental impact of their product life cycles, they would
need to rely on a definitive benchmarks and tools to gauge the environmental
impact of their decisions regarding product or processes. However, measuring
environmental impact of such decisions can be very convoluted, as results tend to
be conflicting depending on which angle it is viewed from. Here are some examples
of the conflicting nature of environmental impact measures:
On the one hand, for example:
• A polyester shirt has more than double the carbon footprint of a cotton shirt
(5.5 kg CO2 emissions vs. 2.1 kg CO2 emissions) [11].
But on the other hand:
• The processing for cotton produces a water footprint 20 times larger than that
of polyester (see Figure 4).
• One kilogram of cotton—equivalent to the weight of a shirt and pair of jeans—
can take as much as 10,000–20,000 liters of water to produce [10].
• For an organic cotton tote to make up for the environmental impact (water
use, energy use, etc.) of a classic plastic bag, it would need to be used 20,000
times [12].
The following is an outline of three established benchmarks and tools, designed
to enable the fashion industry (and other industries), to measure the environmental
impact of certain decisions regarding their material use or processes employed:
• Higg Index, developed by the Sustainable Apparel Coalition:
It is described as “a suite of tools” that enables the measure and score of a
company or product’s “sustainability performance” at “every stage in their
sustainability journey,” aiming to provide a “holistic overview” that
“empowers businesses to make meaningful improvements that protect the
well-being of factory workers, local communities, and the environment”
[13]. It encompasses the following tools:
◦ Product tools:
1. Higg Materials Sustainability Index (MSI): “the apparel industry’s most
trusted tool to accurately measure the environmental sustainability
impacts of materials,” by scoring materials based on their environ-
mental impact from fiber to fabric across five environmental impact
parameters (global warming, water pollution, water scarcity, resource
depletion, and chemicals) (see Figure 5 for a sample screenshot of the
Higg MSI interface)
8
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2. Higg Design and Development Module (DDM): “guides designers to
combine their chosen materials for maximum positive impact, to select
the most sustainable manufacturing techniques, and to consider the
complete life-cycle of the product”
3. Higg Product Module (PM): will measure the environmental impact a
product (apparel, footwear, and textile products) generates through-
out its life cycle when produced at industrial scale and be able to cross
compare products with one another as well as which life cycle stages or
production processes contribute the most impact (expected to launch
in 2019)
◦ Facility tools:
1. Higg Facility Environmental Module (FEM): measures the environmen-
tal impact of individual factories based on assessing factors such as
Figure 5.
Sample screenshots of the Higg Materials Sustainability Index (MSI) tool. Source: Sustainable apparel coalition
[13].
Figure 4.
Water footprint for the total processing phase of each fiber type for the UK (m3) in 2016. Source: Waste and
resources action programme [14].
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environmental management systems, energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions, water use, wastewater, emissions to air (if applicable),
waste management, and chemical use and management
2. Higg Facility Social and Labor Module (FSLM): measures the social
impact of individual factories based on assessing factors such as
recruitment and hiring, working hours, wages and benefits, employee
treatment, employee involvement, health and safety, termination,
management systems, facility workforce standards and those of value
chain partners, external engagement on social and labor issues with
other facilities or organizations, and community engagement
◦ Brand and retail tools:
1.Higg Brand and Retail Module (BRM): enables brands and retailers of all
sizes to measure the environmental and social and labor impacts of
their operations across a product’s life cycle (from materials sourcing
through its end of use). The environmental impacts measured include
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, energy use, water use, water pollu-
tion, deforestation, hazardous chemicals, and animal welfare. The
social and labor impacts measured include child labor, discrimination,
forced labor, sexual harassment and gender-based violence in the
workplace, non-compliance with minimum wage laws, bribery and
corruption, working time, occupational health and safety, and respon-
sible sourcing.
•MADE-BY Environmental Benchmark for Fibers, developed byMADE-BY in
cooperation with Brown and Wilmanns Environmental, LLC:
It ranks 28th in the most commonly used fibers in the garment industry into
5 classes (Class A–E), based on the following measures: greenhouse gas
emissions, human toxicity, eco-toxicity, energy, water, and land [15] (see
Figure 6).
• Corporate Fiber and Materials Benchmark (CFMB) (formerly the Preferred
Fiber and Materials Benchmark (PFMB)), launched by the Textile Exchange:
Launched in 2015, it is a leading industry-led, voluntary self-assessment tool
which enables companies to systematically measure, manage, and integrate a
preferred fiber and materials strategy into four key areas of mainstream busi-
ness operations: corporate strategy, supply chain, consumption, and consumer
engagement [16] (see Figure 7 for flowchart of this framework laid out). It
also provides feedback on progress and performance in comparison to peers
and the overall industry. As of 2018, 111 companies have partaken in the
program (an increase of 106% since 2015).
As can be seen from the three examples above, there is a wide selection of
benchmarks and tools for measuring environmental impact available to the fashion
industry; however, there are some limitations to consider. For one, the wide selec-
tion can also be problematic as each of the different initiatives above accounts for
slightly different factors or weighs them slightly differently; therefore the result
obtained from one tool might not be consistent with that obtained from another.
For example, based on the Higg Materials Sustainability Index, natural fibers like
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Figure 7.
Flowchart showing the framework of the textile exchange’s corporate fiber and materials benchmark (CFMB).
Source: Textile exchange, [16].
Figure 6.
The MADE-BY environmental benchmark fiber classification chart. Source: Common objective [15].
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silk, cotton, and wool are assigned higher environmental impact scores (i.e., more
damaging to environment) of 128, 98, and 82, respectively, while fossil-fuel-derived
fibers like nylon, acrylic, and polyester have lower impact scores at 60, 52, and
44 [7]. This is because the Higg Index puts greater emphasis on fiber production,
which is indeed more taxing on the environmental for natural fibers such as silk,
cotton, and wool, as their procurement imposes a greater strain on natural resources
(such as water, land, or animal welfare). Yet, in contrast, according to the MADE-
BY Environmental Benchmark (Figure 6), fossil-fuel-based virgin nylon fibers and
natural wool fibers are both ranked under the same Class E (the “least sustainable”
category). Hence the availability of multiple benchmarks and tools could prove to
be more incumbering than helpful when it comes to definitively measuring envi-
ronmental impact.
Another limitation of these benchmarks and tools is that they do not sufficiently
weigh in, or even overlook, the impact of the in-use phase of the textile product life
cycle. The in-use phase here refers to the period when the textile product is being
used for what it was made for. So, for a garment, that would mean the period from
when it is purchased by a customer until it is no longer used or disposed of, which
mostly involves its wearing and laundering. The research of Laitala et al. reveals
that energy and water consumption during the laundering process varies greatly
depending on fiber content of the garments [17]. Firstly, (see Figure 8) the research
presents data which indicates that wool- and silk-based garments are 3–6 times
more likely to be dry-cleaned than cotton- or synthetic-based garments and fur-
thermore that dry cleaning uses 3–6 times (depending on the type of dry-cleaning
Figure 8.
Data on laundry requirements based on fiber content. Source: Laitala et al. [17].
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process) more electricity than wet washing methods (which is the predominant
laundering method for cotton- or synthetic-based garments). However, their
research also shows that on average, the water temperature of the wash setting for
cotton-based garments is about 17°C higher than that for wool-based garments.
With polyester and other nonbiodegradable polymer fibers (e.g., acrylic and
nylon), there is the developing concern regarding the shedding of fibers
(microplastic) during the washing process which, being unable to be completely
filtered out by standard waste water treatment plants, end up infiltrating and
accumulating in marine ecosystems.
Another aspect which deserves more consideration by the benchmarks and tools
is human ecology and not just environmental ecology. For example, there are man-
made fibers derived from plants, such as polylactic acid (PLA) derived from corn,
which are environmentally biodegradable, but not necessarily human biocompati-
ble [18]. Therefore, the potential negative side effects or toxicity on human ecology
is a factor which deserves equal attention in impact measures.
These limitations in the current benchmarks and tools are a clear reminder that
measuring environmental impact of product or processes in the fashion industry is
multifaceted and convoluted. Currently there is no prevailing, overriding bench-
mark or tool that provides a definite unanimous measure of environmental impact,
so it is up to companies to adopt a holistic approach when developing a strategy
toward sustainability.
5. Sustainability initiatives in the fashion industry
Having reviewed several sustainability campaigns and environmental impact
measure benchmarks and tools relevant to the fashion industry today, this section
will now proceed to provide insight into how companies and various players in the
industry have responded, i.e., the kinds of strategic initiatives being taken toward
sustainability. The sustainability initiatives will be categorized into two types: (1)
front-end approach and (2) back-end approach.
5.1 Front-end approach
Within the context of this article, this refers to the integration of sustainable
initiatives at the beginning stages (front-end) of the textile product life cycle, such
as in the raw material sourcing and design and development processes. So, for
example, a front-end sustainable initiative could be the decision to use “low envi-
ronmental impact*” textile fibers as the raw materials for the textile goods being
produced. A front-end sustainable initiative could also be manifested in the design
and development process, for example, by utilizing digital tools to minimize the
need for physical prototype samples or by training designers to adopt an eco-
conscious mindset into their creations. (*Note that we are using the term “low
environmental impact” textile fibers as opposed to “sustainable” or “eco-friendly”
or “green” textile fibers because the latter terms can be misleading as there are no
completely “sustainable/eco-friendly/green” fibers; all materials pose some impact.
Furthermore, as discussed in the previous section, it is difficult to resolutely con-
firm the impact of a certain material, as there are many facets of environmental
impact. Therefore “low environment impact” is a more accurate representation of
what is possible to strive for in sustainable materials).
An industry example of a front-end approach to sustainability is the adoption of
regenerated cellulosic fibers, such as Lyocell and Seacell, by various fashion com-
panies particularly in lingerie and activewear [19]. With cotton, albeit a natural
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cellulosic fiber, bearing a hefty water footprint in the harvesting process, and with
petrochemical-based synthetic fibers such as polyester and nylon bearing a hefty
carbon footprint in the manufacturing process [20], regenerated cellulosic fibers
can prove advantageous. They have the benefit of being biodegradable and derived
from natural renewable resources (i.e., Lyocell is derived from wood pulp and
Seacell is derived from seaweed) via a closed-loop manufacturing process, thereby
consuming far less water and energy than traditional cotton, polyester, and nylon.
Both Lyocell and Seacell also naturally carry antibacterial and fast-drying proper-
ties, which is why they are ideal for lingerie and activewear product.
A limitation of a front-end approach in tackling environmental impact is that it
is still feeding more product in the fashion pipeline which will eventually end up at
the end of the textile life cycle as waste by-product (even if it is biodegradable by-
product) which needs to be managed accordingly. Therefore, in the following
section, we will look at an approach which tackles the by-product end of the textile
product life cycle.
5.2 Back-end approach
Within the context of this article, this is referring to sustainability initiatives
which aim to minimize the environmental impact of the product and processes at
the end of the textile product life cycle, e.g., at disposal. A prime example of this is
exemplified in the now widespread initiatives of post-consumer textile recycling.
Figure 9.
Water footprint of clothing in the UK (m3) in 2012 and 2016, comparing life cycle stages. Source: Waste and
resources action programme [14].
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The reason recycled textiles have become so prevalent as a strategy to minimize
environmental impact is not only because of the exponential supply of textile waste
driven by intensified clothing consumption but more strategically because research
has shown that the fiber production stage (extraction and processing) of the textile
product life cycle has the greatest environmental impact in terms of water and
carbon footprint, as shown in Figures 9–10 [14]. Therefore, by recycling post-
consumer textile waste back into the textile supply chain enables bypassing the
heavy environmental toll of the fiber production stage.
There has been a great deal of research invested into textile recycling, from both
the industry and academia. One notable advancement in textile recycling is exem-
plified by Garment-to-Garment (G2G) Recycle System, a closed-loop garment
recycling retail concept supported by technology which enables the recycling of
blended post-consumer garments, developed by HKRITA, in partnership with
H&M and Novetex [21]. The Garment-to-Garment (G2G) Recycle System brings
garment recycling to the retail level, therefore paving the way for garment recycling
to be more accessible to the everyday consumer.
There are also several notable recycling initiatives which, instead of relying
solely on post-consumer textile products, are derived from various kinds of post-
consumer plastic waste. REPREVE is one example of this. Produced by the company
Unifi, REPREVE is a brand of polyester fibers made from recycled post-consumer
plastic waste (e.g., plastic bottles) [22]. The ability to convert various forms of
Figure 10.
Carbon footprint of clothing in the UK (t CO2e) in 2016, by process. Source: Waste and resources action
programme [14].
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plastic waste into usable polyester textile fibers has the benefit of resourcefulness.
Even though the conversion from post-consumer plastic waste to fiber requires
energy and water input for the manufacturing process, according to Unifi, it is
reportedly much less than that required for virgin polyester (energy consumption is
45% less, water consumption is almost 20% less, and over 30% less greenhouse gas
emissions).
Over the past decade, there have been many encouraging advancements which
have expanded back-end approach sustainability initiatives such as textile recycling.
However, there remain limitations in the current textile recycling technologies. For
example, due to the need for comprehensive shredding in breaking down post-
consumer textile waste, the tensile strength of recycled cotton yarns is less than that
of virgin cotton [23]. Furthermore, as recycled yarns are composed of a mixture of
fibers which may have undergone different dyeing and finishing processes in their
last life, even after cleaning and bleaching processes, they may not be able to
achieve the same hand-feel and color vibrancy possible with virgin fibers, therefore
limiting its design versatility. These are some examples of limitations which could
be preventing a greater adoption of textile recycling in the industry.
6. Conclusion
This article has attempted to provide a current and overarching view on the
most concerning environmental impacts of the fashion industry today, the leading
global sustainability campaigns and benchmarks and tools established to help
empower the fashion industry toward concrete action and, last but not least, exam-
ples of sustainability initiatives being implemented in the industry. The fashion
industry’s large-scale wave of movement toward sustainability is evident; however,
there remain questions and challenges to be addressed, one being how successful
the “2020 commitment” goals will be, with 2020 just around the corner, and
considering how potentially disruptive any kind of change is in an industry which is
built on long-established processes and practices and adheres to an inflexible, tight
calendar. Furthermore, as discussed in this article, the array of benchmarks and
tools available for measuring environmental impact can result in a convoluted
process and conflicting, inconclusive information. Such challenges may deter a
company from successfully achieving concrete changes toward sustainability.
Even if companies are able to navigate through the intricacies in evaluating
environmental impact of a textile product or process, it is important to remember
that the textile product life cycle is never impact-free (at least not in the foreseeable
future), as it relies on the environment to provide various inputs and outputs. With
this reality in mind, companies may find that making small but carefully holistically
considered steps in the right direction can be much more effective than larger
uninformed leaps when it comes to sustainability.
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Fashion industry evolves today as one of the largest yet among the top of the 
most polluted industries in the world. Fashion has become cheap and affordable; 
hence, the consumption has risen to an unsustainable level. Water and energy 
consumption, hazardous chemical usage, resource depletion, and waste generation 
are among the key environmental impacts created by the fashion industry. To foster 
the sustainability in the fashion industry, development of new business models that 
minimize the environmental damage is urged. This chapter reviews the possibility 
of a mass customization strategy to become a sustainable business model in the 
fashion industry. Seven key elements that could possibly enhance sustainability are 
discussed, and it is concluded that further advancement of technologies and grow-
ing consumer desires to purchase sustainable products will make mass customiza-
tion a viable sustainable business model.
Keywords: fashion industry sustainability, mass customization,  
personalized fashion, sustainable fashion
1. Introduction to mass customization
In today’s fashion market, consumer’s desire has been changed from purchasing 
a mass-produced apparel to a more personalized garment with the right fit and 
preferred design. This growing desire of product personalization demands apparel 
manufacturers to move away from mass manufacturing to mass customization 
[1]. Mass customization in the apparel industry refers to producing a personalized 
style by adopting individual consumer taste, at the right time and at the right cost. 
In mass manufacturing, high volumes of identical items are produced, yet in mass 
customization, unique items are produced for individual customer desires [2, 3] for 
a relatively large market, yet with efficiency comparable to mass manufacturing 
[4, 5]. Mass customization is also described as a technology-assisted production 
process where customers are given the opportunity to modify the traditional mass 
production process to produce their preferred design and fit [6]. Glimore and 
Pine define this as a collaborative approach where the manufacturer customizes a 
product based on customer desires identified through a proper dialog [7]. Davis 
first brought up the concept of mass customization; emphasizing new technologies 
will facilitate manufacturing customized products in mass basis [8]. As Nayak et al., 
argue, apparel purchasing is rapidly moving out of the physical domain into the 
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argue, apparel purchasing is rapidly moving out of the physical domain into the 
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virtual domain, and technological advancements in the fashion industry such as 
virtual prototyping, 3-D body scanning, and computer aided design/ manufactur-
ing (CAD/CAM) have already brought mass customization into a reality [2].
Making personalized garments is not entirely a new concept in apparel manu-
facturing. In pre-industrialized economy, garments were custom-made, catering 
individual consumer requirements. Measurements were taken from each consumer 
and the garments were made as ‘one-off ’ pieces with a preferred style and fabric. 
Consumers used to make their own clothes at home or obtained the service of a 
tailor to make their garments with their design choice. However, making personal-
ized garments was time-consuming, incurred high unit cost and was not efficient 
consumption-wise. Furthermore, when getting the service of a tailor, customer had 
to wait days or weeks to receive the finished garment.
Industrialization made a massive impact to the way garments were made. 
Production systems were developed to mass produce standard designs with 
standard sizes at low unit cost. This mass manufacturing strategy facilitated a 
cost-effective and efficient way of manufacturing garments in a shorter period of 
time than manufacturing one-off pieces. This led the customers to move away from 
making personalized garments to the purchase of mass-produced fashion at afford-
able prices. This eliminated the customer waiting time, as mass-manufactured 
fashion clothing was ready available to purchase over the counter. However, in the 
mass-manufacturing process, continuous production run of high volumes made the 
customization impossible [8], and therefore customers ended up having only few 
styles in high volumes and different size ranges. Yet, mass-manufactured fashion 
clothing rapidly captured the consumer market as customized clothing could not 
compete with the cost and time.
2. Unsustainability of the fashion industry
Mass production and consumption in the fashion industry brought up numer-
ous sustainability issues along the product life cycle. Mass manufacturing enables 
fashion clothing at affordable prices, which led to increase the consumption and 
disposal rates [9]. Increasing world population and ever-changing consumer 
tastes also fuelled unsustainable production, consumption, and throw-away prac-
tices [10]. The fashion industry today is characterized by fast-changing fashion 
cycles, high volumes of production, overconsumption, and frequent disposal 
habits [11]. To fulfill the ever-increasing demand for fashion products in today’s 
world, natural resources are being consumed in a fast rate than the time required 
for them to regenerate. Consumption of natural resources such as massive 
volumes of water, petroleum-based fiber production, use of hazardous chemi-
cal, and energy consumption have already made nonreversible impacts in terms 
of depletion of resources and creating environmental pollution [12]. Offshore 
production led to increase the energy consumption, transportation emissions, 
uncontrolled waste generation, and adverse environmental and social impacts, 
mostly in the least developed countries where manufacturing plants are located 
[13, 14]. It is estimated that the fashion industry would contribute to a quarter of 
world carbon budget by 2050, if the current phase of production and consump-
tion continues [15].
Fashion industry today is listed as one of the most polluting industries in the 
world, therefore experiencing an increasing pressure to integrate sustainability into 
its supply chain [16, 17]. Industry is already working on adopting sustainability con-
cepts and strategies, yet the integration of new sustainable business models is urged 
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as one promising path to enhance sustainability. In this scenario, mass customiza-
tion has been identified as one such viable strategy that carries the potential to 
create both economically and environmentally sustainable business models [18, 19].
3. Enabling sustainable fashion through mass customization
A growing number of apparel manufacturing companies have shown their 
interest to adopt a mass customization strategy [20, 21]. This is a promising 
approach in overcoming some of the sustainability challenges inherited in the mass 
manufactured business model, yet the producers still show their interests only from 
an economic viewpoint. However, careful analysis of the characteristics of mass 
customization provides positive insights into reducing excess production, overcon-
sumption, extending product life, and minimizing waste generation. Therefore, it 
is vital for the manufacturers and retailers to look into this strategy not only in an 
economic perspective, but also in environmental and social perspectives as well. 
The following section briefly discusses several possibilities that mass customization 
may foster sustainability in the fashion industry.
3.1 Improved relationship with the product
Several authors have highlighted the requirement of improving customer 
attachment to the product, in order to slow down unsustainable consumption and 
disposal habits [22–24]. Mass customization offers an improved customer relation-
ship to the product and the producer. Each customer is personally treated, which 
helps to retain a customer long term through the development of trust and relation-
ship between the supplier and the customer. In the mass manufacturing process, the 
customer is not directly connected with the manufacturer, and their products are 
made based on general market research and trend information [25]. Nevertheless, 
in the process of customization, the customer becomes the co-designer, who 
actively involves in the product development process [26]. This offers the customer 
a sense of belongingness and attachment to the product and process, even before 
purchasing the product. This process of involvement could probably replace the 
joy of customer shopping experience and provides a higher level of satisfaction 
with the total experience of creating and purchasing personalized fashion clothing. 
Customer builds up a positive relationship with the product, which ultimately keeps 
the customer attached to the product for a longer period of time than a mass-
produced garment, in which the time between purchasing and disposal has become 
just a matter of weeks.
The mass customization strategy creates an online platform for the customers to 
visualize while creating the design and make changes until they are satisfied with 
the final look. One drawback of online purchasing of clothing in general is high-
lighted as the inability to confirm the fit before the purchasing decision is made. 
Digital advancement in the customization process allows overcoming this issue by 
facilitating the customer to view the design and fit of the garment before making 
the purchasing decision. 3-D body scanning and virtual prototyping technologies 
enable online fit sessions even before the garment is physically being made; thus, 
customer satisfaction is ensured as early as the product development stage. The 
advancement of technology embedded with the mass customization process is such 
that the customer can try out few different style changes virtually and observe the 
fit and style, before making the purchasing decision. This experience indeed brings 
higher customer satisfaction than visiting a shop and trying out a garment where 
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tailor to make their garments with their design choice. However, making personal-
ized garments was time-consuming, incurred high unit cost and was not efficient 
consumption-wise. Furthermore, when getting the service of a tailor, customer had 
to wait days or weeks to receive the finished garment.
Industrialization made a massive impact to the way garments were made. 
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standard sizes at low unit cost. This mass manufacturing strategy facilitated a 
cost-effective and efficient way of manufacturing garments in a shorter period of 
time than manufacturing one-off pieces. This led the customers to move away from 
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able prices. This eliminated the customer waiting time, as mass-manufactured 
fashion clothing was ready available to purchase over the counter. However, in the 
mass-manufacturing process, continuous production run of high volumes made the 
customization impossible [8], and therefore customers ended up having only few 
styles in high volumes and different size ranges. Yet, mass-manufactured fashion 
clothing rapidly captured the consumer market as customized clothing could not 
compete with the cost and time.
2. Unsustainability of the fashion industry
Mass production and consumption in the fashion industry brought up numer-
ous sustainability issues along the product life cycle. Mass manufacturing enables 
fashion clothing at affordable prices, which led to increase the consumption and 
disposal rates [9]. Increasing world population and ever-changing consumer 
tastes also fuelled unsustainable production, consumption, and throw-away prac-
tices [10]. The fashion industry today is characterized by fast-changing fashion 
cycles, high volumes of production, overconsumption, and frequent disposal 
habits [11]. To fulfill the ever-increasing demand for fashion products in today’s 
world, natural resources are being consumed in a fast rate than the time required 
for them to regenerate. Consumption of natural resources such as massive 
volumes of water, petroleum-based fiber production, use of hazardous chemi-
cal, and energy consumption have already made nonreversible impacts in terms 
of depletion of resources and creating environmental pollution [12]. Offshore 
production led to increase the energy consumption, transportation emissions, 
uncontrolled waste generation, and adverse environmental and social impacts, 
mostly in the least developed countries where manufacturing plants are located 
[13, 14]. It is estimated that the fashion industry would contribute to a quarter of 
world carbon budget by 2050, if the current phase of production and consump-
tion continues [15].
Fashion industry today is listed as one of the most polluting industries in the 
world, therefore experiencing an increasing pressure to integrate sustainability into 
its supply chain [16, 17]. Industry is already working on adopting sustainability con-
cepts and strategies, yet the integration of new sustainable business models is urged 
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as one promising path to enhance sustainability. In this scenario, mass customiza-
tion has been identified as one such viable strategy that carries the potential to 
create both economically and environmentally sustainable business models [18, 19].
3. Enabling sustainable fashion through mass customization
A growing number of apparel manufacturing companies have shown their 
interest to adopt a mass customization strategy [20, 21]. This is a promising 
approach in overcoming some of the sustainability challenges inherited in the mass 
manufactured business model, yet the producers still show their interests only from 
an economic viewpoint. However, careful analysis of the characteristics of mass 
customization provides positive insights into reducing excess production, overcon-
sumption, extending product life, and minimizing waste generation. Therefore, it 
is vital for the manufacturers and retailers to look into this strategy not only in an 
economic perspective, but also in environmental and social perspectives as well. 
The following section briefly discusses several possibilities that mass customization 
may foster sustainability in the fashion industry.
3.1 Improved relationship with the product
Several authors have highlighted the requirement of improving customer 
attachment to the product, in order to slow down unsustainable consumption and 
disposal habits [22–24]. Mass customization offers an improved customer relation-
ship to the product and the producer. Each customer is personally treated, which 
helps to retain a customer long term through the development of trust and relation-
ship between the supplier and the customer. In the mass manufacturing process, the 
customer is not directly connected with the manufacturer, and their products are 
made based on general market research and trend information [25]. Nevertheless, 
in the process of customization, the customer becomes the co-designer, who 
actively involves in the product development process [26]. This offers the customer 
a sense of belongingness and attachment to the product and process, even before 
purchasing the product. This process of involvement could probably replace the 
joy of customer shopping experience and provides a higher level of satisfaction 
with the total experience of creating and purchasing personalized fashion clothing. 
Customer builds up a positive relationship with the product, which ultimately keeps 
the customer attached to the product for a longer period of time than a mass-
produced garment, in which the time between purchasing and disposal has become 
just a matter of weeks.
The mass customization strategy creates an online platform for the customers to 
visualize while creating the design and make changes until they are satisfied with 
the final look. One drawback of online purchasing of clothing in general is high-
lighted as the inability to confirm the fit before the purchasing decision is made. 
Digital advancement in the customization process allows overcoming this issue by 
facilitating the customer to view the design and fit of the garment before making 
the purchasing decision. 3-D body scanning and virtual prototyping technologies 
enable online fit sessions even before the garment is physically being made; thus, 
customer satisfaction is ensured as early as the product development stage. The 
advancement of technology embedded with the mass customization process is such 
that the customer can try out few different style changes virtually and observe the 
fit and style, before making the purchasing decision. This experience indeed brings 
higher customer satisfaction than visiting a shop and trying out a garment where 
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there is no opportunity to alter based on customer desires. Therefore, the mass 
customization strategy promotes a better relationship between the customer and 
the product, starting from the design stage itself. This relationship ultimately keeps 
the customers happy about their purchasing decision and the product.
3.2 Extended user phase
The time period a garment is used by the consumer depends on various complex 
factors; yet the degree of consumer attachment to the product is definitely a one key 
factor, as discussed in Section 3.1. During the customization process, unlike in mass 
manufacturing, customer attachment to the product is already built up with the 
involvement of the customer as a co-designer. This sense of ownership and belong-
ingness, together with the uniqueness of the product, make the consumer keeps the 
garment for a longer period than a mass-manufactured garment with a standard 
design.
Moreover, mass-manufactured cheap clothing has increasingly become dispos-
able commodities over the last decade. Herein, fashion clothing is meant to be 
bought, worn once or twice, and quickly disposed of. Availability of clothing in 
mass scale at affordable prices pushed consumers for unsustainable purchasing 
and consumption behaviors and invited them to become a part of a throw-away 
culture. Fast cycle fashion products tend to be manufactured in such a way that 
the consumers are pushed for short product life cycles, where the quality is 
compromised for low cost. This led to create high volumes of waste generated in 
monthly or even weekly basis, pausing environmental threats. Even though it has 
been emphasized that improving the product quality and increasing selling prices 
would slow down the damage, growing competition among retailers to increase 
the sale volumes pushed them for a price competition, where clothing has become 
cheaper and affordable across consumer segments than ever before. Consumption 
has become a habit, and clothing is bought for fun, entertainment, and even for 
single use; thus, long term attachment to the product appears to be impossible to 
achieve [27].
In contrast, many researchers highlighted the customers’ growing desires to pay 
a premium price for a long-lasting, personalized product [28, 29]. This is mostly 
associated with the consumers’ willingness to express their individuality through 
what they wear. When a customer pays a premium price for such a personal-
ized product, it is no longer fallen under the category of disposable commodity. 
Moreover, the product is carefully thought through in the design stage and the 
price reflects the design and quality, and thus customer satisfaction regarding the 
product becomes high. This satisfaction motivates the consumer to pay additional 
price, keep the garment for a longer time than usual, and avoids frequent purchas-
ing of cheap, mass-produced and low-quality clothing. Therefore, through the 
mass customization strategy, there is a possibility of extending the use phase of the 
garment life and reducing the environmental burden created by ever-increasing 
resource extraction for fast phase production.
3.3 Waste minimization
Cheap, industrialized mass production converted fashion into a fast and dis-
posable commodity. The concept of fast fashion is described as a quick response 
system that caters ever changing, yet uncertain market demands, by offering highly 
fashionable yet cheap, low-quality clothing with short life cycles [22, 23]. While this 
drives the profitability of the fashion business, ever-increasing consumption and 
disposal of clothing poses environmental challenges. In fast fashion phenomena, 
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clothing is made for single use and then thrown away; thus, the use of low-quality 
materials avoids the possibility of reuse or recycling. Moreover, due to the increas-
ing use of synthetic materials with fiber blends, clothing wastes become neither 
biodegradable nor recyclable.
Even though frequent purchasing of new clothing keeps the customer emotion-
ally satisfied for some time, the attachment to the product fades away soon due to 
fit, quality issues, and also the fact that new fashion items are available to purchase 
almost every week. Moreover, wide availability of similar styles in mass-manufac-
tured system does not bring the consumer the emotional satisfaction of having a 
unique product. Therefore, the garment is thrown away as new or after single use, 
generating significant volumes of clothing waste. Global production of clothing has 
doubled over last 15 years, yet half of the purchased items were thrown away within 
less than a year [15].
There is a growing desire for customized apparel due to customer dissatisfaction 
of purchasing mass-produced garments due to fit, quality, or design issues. Mostly 
the customer has to compromise between fit and style, which results in the gar-
ment hanging in the wardrobe without any use or throwing away within a shorter 
time period than that was interned to keep. Mass customization could dramatically 
reduce purchasing of apparel that customer is not fully satisfied with. As discussed 
above in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, personalized styles with right fit and quality would 
extend the use phase of the product. Customer desire to follow fast fashion trend 
and throw away culture will be reduced due to customization option. Slowing down 
the rate of purchase of mass-produced apparel will reduce the demand for fast 
fashion.
Nevertheless, by actively engaging in the customization process, the customer 
could engage in a different level of thinking process and also gain a design experi-
ence, which may provide better satisfaction than a time-consuming, wasteful, and 
sometimes an unhappy shopping experience. Once the customers start enjoying 
the engagement in the customization process, their random purchase of mass-
manufactured apparel will be reduced. Reduction in the purchase of unwanted 
apparel or less fitted apparel means the reduction in disposal and waste generation. 
In mass production, quantities are based on predicted market demand, and there-
fore forecasted sales figures are not 100% accurate. This causes overproduction and 
unsold stocks in the sales store, resulting in waste generation. In mass customiza-
tion, production is based on actual demand, and therefore, unnecessary production 
and unsold stocks can be eliminated. This strategy facilitates minimizing wasteful 
resource consumption and excess production, which in turn reduces the environ-
mental burden.
In mass manufacturing, stock holding cost is high as goods are produced few 
months in advance and also distribution inventories are added up to the total stock-
holding cost. Yet, mass customization offers on-demand production where goods 
are produced after the order has been placed [26]. Therefore, raw material inven-
tories, post-production, and distribution inventories could be kept to a minimum. 
Moreover, unsold stock can be eliminated as production is based on actual orders 
from the end consumer. This helps to reduce high inventory cost and store space.
3.4 Enabling eco-friendly printing technologies
Traditional printing techniques in the mass manufacturing process are time 
consuming, resource-intensive, polluting, and wasteful [2, 30]. Yet the digital 
printing technology has the potential to reverse the trend to a more eco-friendly 
printing solution [30]. With the mass customization strategy, there is a possibil-
ity to replace conventional industrial printing with digital printing technologies. 
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there is no opportunity to alter based on customer desires. Therefore, the mass 
customization strategy promotes a better relationship between the customer and 
the product, starting from the design stage itself. This relationship ultimately keeps 
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bought, worn once or twice, and quickly disposed of. Availability of clothing in 
mass scale at affordable prices pushed consumers for unsustainable purchasing 
and consumption behaviors and invited them to become a part of a throw-away 
culture. Fast cycle fashion products tend to be manufactured in such a way that 
the consumers are pushed for short product life cycles, where the quality is 
compromised for low cost. This led to create high volumes of waste generated in 
monthly or even weekly basis, pausing environmental threats. Even though it has 
been emphasized that improving the product quality and increasing selling prices 
would slow down the damage, growing competition among retailers to increase 
the sale volumes pushed them for a price competition, where clothing has become 
cheaper and affordable across consumer segments than ever before. Consumption 
has become a habit, and clothing is bought for fun, entertainment, and even for 
single use; thus, long term attachment to the product appears to be impossible to 
achieve [27].
In contrast, many researchers highlighted the customers’ growing desires to pay 
a premium price for a long-lasting, personalized product [28, 29]. This is mostly 
associated with the consumers’ willingness to express their individuality through 
what they wear. When a customer pays a premium price for such a personal-
ized product, it is no longer fallen under the category of disposable commodity. 
Moreover, the product is carefully thought through in the design stage and the 
price reflects the design and quality, and thus customer satisfaction regarding the 
product becomes high. This satisfaction motivates the consumer to pay additional 
price, keep the garment for a longer time than usual, and avoids frequent purchas-
ing of cheap, mass-produced and low-quality clothing. Therefore, through the 
mass customization strategy, there is a possibility of extending the use phase of the 
garment life and reducing the environmental burden created by ever-increasing 
resource extraction for fast phase production.
3.3 Waste minimization
Cheap, industrialized mass production converted fashion into a fast and dis-
posable commodity. The concept of fast fashion is described as a quick response 
system that caters ever changing, yet uncertain market demands, by offering highly 
fashionable yet cheap, low-quality clothing with short life cycles [22, 23]. While this 
drives the profitability of the fashion business, ever-increasing consumption and 
disposal of clothing poses environmental challenges. In fast fashion phenomena, 
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clothing is made for single use and then thrown away; thus, the use of low-quality 
materials avoids the possibility of reuse or recycling. Moreover, due to the increas-
ing use of synthetic materials with fiber blends, clothing wastes become neither 
biodegradable nor recyclable.
Even though frequent purchasing of new clothing keeps the customer emotion-
ally satisfied for some time, the attachment to the product fades away soon due to 
fit, quality issues, and also the fact that new fashion items are available to purchase 
almost every week. Moreover, wide availability of similar styles in mass-manufac-
tured system does not bring the consumer the emotional satisfaction of having a 
unique product. Therefore, the garment is thrown away as new or after single use, 
generating significant volumes of clothing waste. Global production of clothing has 
doubled over last 15 years, yet half of the purchased items were thrown away within 
less than a year [15].
There is a growing desire for customized apparel due to customer dissatisfaction 
of purchasing mass-produced garments due to fit, quality, or design issues. Mostly 
the customer has to compromise between fit and style, which results in the gar-
ment hanging in the wardrobe without any use or throwing away within a shorter 
time period than that was interned to keep. Mass customization could dramatically 
reduce purchasing of apparel that customer is not fully satisfied with. As discussed 
above in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, personalized styles with right fit and quality would 
extend the use phase of the product. Customer desire to follow fast fashion trend 
and throw away culture will be reduced due to customization option. Slowing down 
the rate of purchase of mass-produced apparel will reduce the demand for fast 
fashion.
Nevertheless, by actively engaging in the customization process, the customer 
could engage in a different level of thinking process and also gain a design experi-
ence, which may provide better satisfaction than a time-consuming, wasteful, and 
sometimes an unhappy shopping experience. Once the customers start enjoying 
the engagement in the customization process, their random purchase of mass-
manufactured apparel will be reduced. Reduction in the purchase of unwanted 
apparel or less fitted apparel means the reduction in disposal and waste generation. 
In mass production, quantities are based on predicted market demand, and there-
fore forecasted sales figures are not 100% accurate. This causes overproduction and 
unsold stocks in the sales store, resulting in waste generation. In mass customiza-
tion, production is based on actual demand, and therefore, unnecessary production 
and unsold stocks can be eliminated. This strategy facilitates minimizing wasteful 
resource consumption and excess production, which in turn reduces the environ-
mental burden.
In mass manufacturing, stock holding cost is high as goods are produced few 
months in advance and also distribution inventories are added up to the total stock-
holding cost. Yet, mass customization offers on-demand production where goods 
are produced after the order has been placed [26]. Therefore, raw material inven-
tories, post-production, and distribution inventories could be kept to a minimum. 
Moreover, unsold stock can be eliminated as production is based on actual orders 
from the end consumer. This helps to reduce high inventory cost and store space.
3.4 Enabling eco-friendly printing technologies
Traditional printing techniques in the mass manufacturing process are time 
consuming, resource-intensive, polluting, and wasteful [2, 30]. Yet the digital 
printing technology has the potential to reverse the trend to a more eco-friendly 
printing solution [30]. With the mass customization strategy, there is a possibil-
ity to replace conventional industrial printing with digital printing technologies. 
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Digital printing facilitates printing individual and unique designs, only according 
to the order. Digital printing technologies such as inkjet or sublimation printing are 
less time-consuming, flexible, and offer a cost-effective solution for customized 
printing. Gupta highlighted the benefits of inkjet printing as personalization and 
quick response, ability to copy the original design fast, ability to print already made 
products, environmentally friendly production process, and cost saving due to short 
fabric lengths and reduced stocks [30].
Digital printing offers the customization in the printing stage where completely 
new prints can be incorporated for each individual garment. Thus, the customer 
gets two stages to personalize the product, first in design stage and then in printing. 
This is a better way to customize the product while minimizing the environmental 
impact of printing. This option saves significant amounts of energy, water, and 
chemicals, compared to mass-scale industrial printing such as rotary or screen 
printing.
3.5 Enabling repair, reuse, or recycling models
As the mass customization process builds up a close relationship with the con-
sumer, implementation of product service systems and product take back systems 
would be a possibility. There is a growing emphasis on extending the use phase of 
clothing by offering after sales services such as repairing, where a consumer can 
bring the product to a service center for repairing or upgrading. When the con-
sumer is no longer interested about the product and wants to dispose, this can be 
done though a product take back system with some incentive given to the consumer 
for returning the product, such as discounts over the next purchase. Benefits of 
product take back systems can be gained by convincing the consumer during the 
product design stage to use the materials that can be recycled. Returned products 
can be reused or recycled to minimize the product’s end of life environmental bur-
den. With the mass customization strategy, all those sustainable end-of-life product 
options that are being extensively discussed in general mass production system, and 
viewed as challenges so far, can come into a reality.
3.6 Enhancing consumer awareness of sustainable fashion
When customer becomes the co-designer of the product, environmental impacts 
of their product decisions can be easily and effectively communicated during the 
design stage. This can create a platform for discussion on developing an environ-
mentally responsible product though an effective dialog among the producer and 
customer. The producer can make the consumer mindful about product sustainabil-
ity and influence on how to become an environmentally responsible consumer by 
selecting sustainable production, consumption, and disposal strategies.
Integrating sustainability into the fashion design process has been identified as 
the most effective way of making a sustainable fashion product [31, 32]. In the mass 
customization process, this can be facilitated through an integrated sustainability 
indicator tool within the collaborative design process. Integrating a user friendly 
simple software tool to indicate the sustainability impact of their choice of material, 
design, colors, and recycling options can influence the consumer to make sustain-
able choices in the design stage. This type of an interface would bring benefits to 
the producer and consumer as the sustainability choices are made through a mutual 
understanding among both parties. This results in an effective collaborative sus-
tainable design exercise, rather than producer making a sustainable fashion piece 
and trying to convince the customer to purchase that without understanding the 
sustainably impacts of their purchasing decision.
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3.7 Moving from global to local production
Mass customization is characterized by customer-centric production, competi-
tive cost of manufacturing, and timely delivery of finished goods. In this scenario, 
to facilitate maximum flexibility in production and short product development 
cycles, manufacturing base has to be moved away from mass-scale offshore produc-
tion centers to more local-based manufacturing [33]. The current offshore produc-
tion system brings not only an environmental cost, but also a social cost. Cheap 
labor, poor working conditions, low wages, and extended working hours are among 
the key social impacts of the current system. The absence of environmental regula-
tions allows these developing nations to use hazardous chemicals which are banned 
in EU countries and to continue water and land pollution by releasing both effluent 
and solid waste to the environment without proper treatments.
Shifting manufacturing operations back to the countries where majority of the 
consumption is taking place can reduce the extensive environmental and social 
damage caused by the global supply chain. Local production has to be adhered 
to the country-specific environmental regulations and labor laws. This helps 
the consumer to understand the impact of their consumption behaviors to their 
environment and the society. Moreover, local production facilitates better control 
of production and quality, better working conditions, short lead times, and local 
employment opportunities and reduces the cost and emissions associated with 
global scale transportation.
4. Discussion
Analysis of the mass customization strategy in environmental and social 
perspectives highlighted some positive facts towards supporting sustainability 
efforts of the fashion industry. This strategy facilitates user-maker connection, 
and therefore builds a close customer relationship with the producer and a deep 
satisfaction with the product. This helps to extend the garment life and to consume 
products more responsibly than now in the case, while reducing the need for 
frequent purchasing, thus slowing down the consumption. Manufacturers move 
away from product-centric to customer-centric approach, where customer plays 
an important role in the decision-making in the product development process. The 
best place to integrate sustainability into any product is the design stage, rather than 
looking to resolve environmental burdens at the end of pipe line. A collaborative 
dialog among the customer and the producer during the design development stage 
can lead to create an environmentally conscious product. Apart from environmental 
and social benefits, mass customization brings profit to the business in long run 
through minimizing excess production, reducing inventories and waste generation. 
Satisfied customers with a particular producer continue their purchasing with the 
same company; thus loyalty builds up and customer switching between companies 
will be minimized. Shifting manufacturing base to local plants can dramatically cut 
down the cost associated with global supply chains and also lead times.
The mass customization strategy is already being adopted by various manu-
facturing industries such as automotive, computer, electronics, and clothing. 
Profitability in adopting mass customization is promising as many companies are 
reported to have double digit sales growth [34]. Similarly, fashion companies have 
shown their desire on shifting from mass manufacturing to the mass customization 
strategy. For example, companies such as Levi Strauss, Second Skin Swimwear, 
Nike, Addidas, and Puma have successfully incorporated mass customization into 
their businesses [2, 20]. Levi Strauss started offering customized jeans in 1995, and 
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indicator tool within the collaborative design process. Integrating a user friendly 
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able choices in the design stage. This type of an interface would bring benefits to 
the producer and consumer as the sustainability choices are made through a mutual 
understanding among both parties. This results in an effective collaborative sus-
tainable design exercise, rather than producer making a sustainable fashion piece 
and trying to convince the customer to purchase that without understanding the 
sustainably impacts of their purchasing decision.
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3.7 Moving from global to local production
Mass customization is characterized by customer-centric production, competi-
tive cost of manufacturing, and timely delivery of finished goods. In this scenario, 
to facilitate maximum flexibility in production and short product development 
cycles, manufacturing base has to be moved away from mass-scale offshore produc-
tion centers to more local-based manufacturing [33]. The current offshore produc-
tion system brings not only an environmental cost, but also a social cost. Cheap 
labor, poor working conditions, low wages, and extended working hours are among 
the key social impacts of the current system. The absence of environmental regula-
tions allows these developing nations to use hazardous chemicals which are banned 
in EU countries and to continue water and land pollution by releasing both effluent 
and solid waste to the environment without proper treatments.
Shifting manufacturing operations back to the countries where majority of the 
consumption is taking place can reduce the extensive environmental and social 
damage caused by the global supply chain. Local production has to be adhered 
to the country-specific environmental regulations and labor laws. This helps 
the consumer to understand the impact of their consumption behaviors to their 
environment and the society. Moreover, local production facilitates better control 
of production and quality, better working conditions, short lead times, and local 
employment opportunities and reduces the cost and emissions associated with 
global scale transportation.
4. Discussion
Analysis of the mass customization strategy in environmental and social 
perspectives highlighted some positive facts towards supporting sustainability 
efforts of the fashion industry. This strategy facilitates user-maker connection, 
and therefore builds a close customer relationship with the producer and a deep 
satisfaction with the product. This helps to extend the garment life and to consume 
products more responsibly than now in the case, while reducing the need for 
frequent purchasing, thus slowing down the consumption. Manufacturers move 
away from product-centric to customer-centric approach, where customer plays 
an important role in the decision-making in the product development process. The 
best place to integrate sustainability into any product is the design stage, rather than 
looking to resolve environmental burdens at the end of pipe line. A collaborative 
dialog among the customer and the producer during the design development stage 
can lead to create an environmentally conscious product. Apart from environmental 
and social benefits, mass customization brings profit to the business in long run 
through minimizing excess production, reducing inventories and waste generation. 
Satisfied customers with a particular producer continue their purchasing with the 
same company; thus loyalty builds up and customer switching between companies 
will be minimized. Shifting manufacturing base to local plants can dramatically cut 
down the cost associated with global supply chains and also lead times.
The mass customization strategy is already being adopted by various manu-
facturing industries such as automotive, computer, electronics, and clothing. 
Profitability in adopting mass customization is promising as many companies are 
reported to have double digit sales growth [34]. Similarly, fashion companies have 
shown their desire on shifting from mass manufacturing to the mass customization 
strategy. For example, companies such as Levi Strauss, Second Skin Swimwear, 
Nike, Addidas, and Puma have successfully incorporated mass customization into 
their businesses [2, 20]. Levi Strauss started offering customized jeans in 1995, and 
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now expanded to a broader range of styles, colors, and fabrics. Nike ID program 
allows the consumer to customize a pair of shoes using thousands of color combina-
tions and own embroidery designs [2]. Proper Cloth, a US-based apparel company, 
offers customized men’s shirts with the choice of fabric, color, and component 
design. Famous fashion brands such as JC Penney, Ralph Lauren, and Land’s End 
already offer a variety of customized products with a choice of fabric, color, and 
design while maintaining order to delivery time of 4–5 weeks [35].
Various consumer studies have reported a positive trend towards purchasing 
customized apparels. According to the group consumer survey conducted by Taieb 
and Cheikhrouhou [36], 82% of the teenagers and 92% of the youth and adults 
have voted for customized products over mass manufactured products. Deloitte 
consumer review [37] conducted in the UK shows that 41% of the consumers have 
expressed their interest in purchasing customized clothing, and 19% of the respon-
dents have already bought customized clothing. According to YouGov consumer 
survey conducted in the US for internet users, 29% of the respondents indicated 
that they have already purchased customized apparel or footwear [38]. Those 
studies discovered the growing awareness among consumers regarding customized 
products and the related benefits. They are also willing to pay a premium price for 
a customized product. According to the consumer research conducted by Deloitte, 
88% of the survey participants are willing to pay an extra price for customized 
clothing [37]. A total of 67% of the YouGov survey respondents indicated their 
willingness to pay a premium price for a customized fashion [38]. Most importantly, 
consumers will benefit through price customization as the price of the product is 
dependent upon the degree of customization [26]. These consumer researches indi-
cate that price is not a barrier to adopt mass customization into the fashion business.
Mass customization is so far viewed by researchers and practitioners through 
economic and consumer perspectives, and the literature provides little evidence 
on environmental or social benefits of the strategy. It is expected that this founda-
tion study would provide a platform for the academia and industry to view mass 
customization from a sustainability viewpoint. A full life cycle analysis would be 
useful in quantifying the environmental impact of a customized product against 
a mass manufactured product, by considering the seven key sustainability factors 
discovered in this chapter.
5. Conclusion
This chapter offers an insight into the sustainability aspects of the mass custom-
ization strategy. Mass customization is becoming a growing trend in the fashion 
industry due to the changing consumer desires; yet the strategy is already proven 
to bring profit and sustainability into the business. Digital technologies associ-
ated with mass customization facilitated an effective dialog between the producer 
and the customer while completely cutting down the human travelling or sample 
transportation during the product development process. Major sustainability 
benefits of the strategy are identified as improved relationship between the product 
and the consumer, extended user phase of clothing, waste minimization, enabling 
eco-friendly printing technologies, enabling repair, reuse, or recycling models, 
enhancing consumer awareness regarding sustainable fashion, and moving from 
global to local production. Even though mass customization still offers challenges 
to the producer in the operational phase, further advancement of technologies and 
growing consumer desires on personalized products would make this a viable busi-
ness model that brings positive impacts to the business in economic, environmental, 
and social perspectives.
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Exploration of Bamboo 




The history of weaving and textile innovation follows the history of technological 
innovations and the evolution of socio-cultural issues in a stepwise manner. Currently, 
textiles and patterns are tools that characterize garments and define their unique 
aesthetics, becoming identity-making elements not only for a single product or a col-
lection, but also for brands. By balancing a delicate equilibrium between brand heritage 
and zeitgeist, the Indian textile industry bases its success on the capability to reorganize 
creative processes to generate innovation, also thanks to new relationships among 
textile designers and their consumers. It is creating something new is the need of hour 
for the apparel industry and they are aware of it. By utilizing these new techniques for 
bamboo fabric, we can introduce some designs which will give unique look and increase 
the marketability of the product. Bamboo viscose, also known as regenerated bamboo, 
is a regenerated cellulosic fiber. In the last few years in the world market, more and more 
products from bamboo fibers have been appearing. It is marketed as having exceptional 
properties such as superior comfort and hand, as well as antimicrobial properties. Yarns 
of bamboo fibers provide the desirable properties of strength, high moisture absor-
bency, antimicrobial and antifungal, sheen and smooth close to silk, cashmere and glass 
fiber high breathability and thermo-regulating properties in textiles and made ups. The 
articles are designed and developed by natural dyeing and printing with hand block.
Keywords: bamboo fabric, natural dyeing, natural printing, hand block print
1. Introduction
Bamboo viscose, also known as regenerated bamboo is a regenerated cellulosic 
fiber. In the last few years in the world market, many products from bamboo fibers 
have been appearing.
It is marketed as having exceptional properties such as superior comfort and 
hand yarns of bamboo fibers provide the desirable properties of strength, high 
moisture absorbency, antimicrobial and antifungal, sheen and smooth close to 
silk, cashmere, glass fiber high breathability and thermo-regulating properties in 
textiles and made ups [1]. Shaw [2] currently, regenerated bamboo fibers are used 
in apparel including undergarments, sportswear, t-shirts and socks, this fiber will 
not cause skin allergies and its application in sanitary materials such as baby diaper, 
absorbent pads and sanitary towels. Bamboo fiber has found its way into the fashion 
world. In their collection, designers often replace more expensive materials like 
cashmere, silk and glass fiber by their bamboo equivalent [3, 4].
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cashmere, silk and glass fiber by their bamboo equivalent [3, 4].
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Bamboo has the fastest growth rate among the various types of renew-
able natural fibers, bamboo fabrics require less dyestuff than cotton fabrics 
in order to be dyed to the level desired, as they absorb the dyestuff better and 
faster and show the colour better [5]. The most important aspects of clothing 
is comfort properties like thermal resistance, air permeability, water vapor and 
liquid water permeability are critical for the thermal comfort of a clothed body. 
Comfort plays a vital role in the selection of apparel [12]. Bamboo fiber is more 
efficient than the cotton fiber as it needs less dying color and raw material to dye 
the fabric as per the required need. The natural dyeing solution was obtained by 
from rind of Vempadam Bark (Ventilago madraspatna) used for dyeing bamboo 
fabric. Fastness properties of the dyed sample were studied [6].
Zakrzewski [7] reported that cross-section of the bamboo fiber is covered with 
micro-holes giving the fabric better moisture absorption and ventilation. According 
to authoritative testing figures, apparels made from bamboo fibers are 1–2 degrees 
lower than normal apparels in hot summer. Apparel made from bamboo fiber is 
crowned as air conditioning dress [8].
Bamboo fibers are claimed to have some distinctive properties such as high 
moisture absorption, better drape and deep colour effect [9, 10]. Bamboo fiber are 
claimed to have unique properties such as inherent antimicrobial, UV-shielding 
properties without aid from petrol-derivative chemicals. These unique properties 
and the sustainable nature of bamboo fiber have started to attract consumers in the 
textile market, particularly due to the high price [11].
2. Objectives
1. Comparative study of natural dyed, printed bamboo and cotton fabrics.




Bamboo yarns were used count 1/64 Nm both side warp and weft direction.
3.2 Method
Bamboo fabric was developed on the handloom in 100 reed count, 2/dent of yarn 
with plain weave used bamboo yarns both side warp and weft. After manufacturing 
following process on bamboo fabric.
3.2.1 Natural dyeing and printing processes
3.2.1.1 Scouring
M:L—1:50
Time—60 min at 60–90°C temperature
Casting soda—5% (by weight of the fabric)
Common salt—2% by weight of the fabric (Figures 1–3).
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Washing by fresh water.
Figure 3. 
Drying in open air.
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2. Objectives
1. Comparative study of natural dyed, printed bamboo and cotton fabrics.




Bamboo yarns were used count 1/64 Nm both side warp and weft direction.
3.2 Method
Bamboo fabric was developed on the handloom in 100 reed count, 2/dent of yarn 
with plain weave used bamboo yarns both side warp and weft. After manufacturing 
following process on bamboo fabric.
3.2.1 Natural dyeing and printing processes
3.2.1.1 Scouring
M:L—1:50
Time—60 min at 60–90°C temperature
Casting soda—5% (by weight of the fabric)
Common salt—2% by weight of the fabric (Figures 1–3).
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Washing by fresh water.
Figure 3. 
Drying in open air.
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3.2.1.2 Mordanting
Dyeing of pre-mordant of bamboo fabric, pre-mordanting treatment was 
conducted using mordant. Bamboo fabric samples were pre-mordanted of bamboo 
was carried out with mordant at concentrations on the weight of fabric:
• Brightening mordant:
Alum (aluminum potassium sulfate): 25% by weight of fabric
Tin (stannous chloride): 3% by weight of fabric
Chrome (potassium dichromate): 1% by weight of fabric
• Dulling mordant:
Copper (copper sulfate): 3% by weight of fabric
Iron (ferrous sulfate): 5% by weight of fabric
At 60–90°C for 30–60 min with material to liquor ratio as 1:30. After mordant-
ing the samples were rinsed in cold water to remove the excess of mordant and used 
for dyeing (Figures 4 and 5).
3.2.1.3 Preparation of dyeing processes
Dye solution was boiling for ½ h at 40°C and filter of the dye bath after that 
dyeing of the pre-mordanted samples was performed for 1 h at 30–40°C in an open 
bath beaker dyeing machine at 20:1 liquor to material ratio. The dyed samples were 
rinsed in cold water and dried in open air (Figures 6–9).
3.2.2 Preparation of printing processes
3.2.2.1 Mordanting of bamboo fabric
Mordanting of bamboo was carried out with mordant at concentrations on 
the weight of fabric alum (aluminum potassium sulfate): 25% at 60–90°C for 
30–60 min with material to liquor ratio as 1:30. The mordanted fabric was squeezed 
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3.2.2.2 Preparation of dye paste
All the dyes used were first converted to powder form. For natural dyes were 
first dried in an oven at controlled environment at 27 ± 2°C and RH 65 ± 2%, with at 
least 24 h at “equilibrium regain” and later grinded in mixer grinder. The powder so 
obtained was filtered through the 60 mesh nylon fabric. The fine powder of natural 
dye was used for printing (Figures 10 and 11).
3.2.2.3 Preparation of guar gum paste (print medium)
Guar gum being nonionic is best suited for textile printing was prepared using 
5% of guar gum powder. The guar gum powder was sprinkled slowly in water with 
Figure 8. 
Fabric dying in dye bath.
Figure 9. 
Dyed and stitched garment.
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continuous stirring in order to prevent lump formation. The paste was stirred 
continuously at 90°C for 1 h. For preparation of 1% of print paste, 1 g of dye powder 
was first pasted with small quantity of water followed by addition of 99 g of guar 
gum stock paste. The mordanted bamboo fabrics were then printed with two 
strokes of squeeze, steamed at 100°C for 10 min. The samples were washed with 
water and then dried in air (Figures 12–16).
3.2.2.4  Block printing: preparations of blocks include designing technique and 
motifs
See Figure 17.
3.2.3  Developed garments of the natural dyed and print bamboo fabric according to 
fashion trend
See Figures 18–20.
3.2.4 Comparative study of the bamboo fabric and cotton fabric
The results of the study are shown in Table 1.
Figure 10. 
Mesh of the dye in water.
Figure 11. 
Filter of the dye paste.
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Figure 12. 
Mesh of the guar gum in water.
Figure 13. 
Filter of the guar gum paste.
Figure 14. 
Guar gum and dye solution.
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Preparation of print trey with mixed dye and guar gum paste.
Figure 17. 
Printing by wooden blocks.
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Figure 18. 
Onion skin print on dyed fabric with pomegranate peel.
Figure 19. 
Onion skin print on dyed fabric with sandal red.
Figure 20. 
Indigo blue print on dyed fabric with purging nut.
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4. Conclusion
The experimental research design was used keeping in view the objectives of 
the study. Pit handloom used by the weaver was employed for bamboo yarns were 
used to manufacture fabric; handloom bamboo fabric was selected for the study. 
Fourteen natural dyes used for dyeing and printing with alum mordent. A property 
such as washing fastness was determined by standard methods. Washing fastness 
was exhibited fair to excellent in Table 1 [13]. It can be concluded that creating 
something new is the need of hour for the apparel industry and they are aware of 
it. Handloom bamboo fabric was used for apparel in this study considering its dye 
exhaustion properties. The study is successful innovative bamboo apparel products 
with natural dyes.
Table 1. 
Colour obtained with PH value of the natural dyes by cotton and bamboo fabrics.
© 2019 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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The Counterfeit Market  
and the Luxury Goods
Amélia Maria Pinto da Cunha Brandão and Mahesh Gadekar
Abstract
Product counterfeiting is a form of consumer fraud: a product is sold, purport-
ing to be something that it is not. Counterfeit is illegally made products that resem-
ble the genuine goods but are typically of lower quality in terms of performance, 
reliability or durability. There is a need to learn as much as possible about the coun-
terfeit market and the luxury good’s market, as well as learning about the customers 
of both of these markets. A large number of counterfeits are purchased online as 
the customer relies only in the information provided by the seller that is easy to 
manipulate. The Internet makes it possible for counterfeiters to sell fake goods with-
out prior consumer inspection. Thus, if the presentation of the product online is 
elaborated and advanced, it would influence the user’s perceptions of the authentic-
ity of products in a positive way, which leads to an increase in the user’s willingness 
to buy online. The chapter focuses on the counterfeit market, its influence on luxury 
consumption and consumers’ drivers for the counterfeit. The chapter also discusses 
innovative ways how authenticity of luxury goods can be verified.
Keywords: counterfeit, counterfeit market, luxury goods, fashion goods,  
anti-counterfeit technology
1. Introduction
The luxury good’s market has grown from a value of US$ 20 billion in 1985 
[1] to its current value estimated by Bain and Company (2012) of over US$ 260 
billion, and the expectation regarding the growth of this market is of about 2 up 
to 4% annually for the next 2 years [1]. For instance, the high-end luxury good’s 
market came up to US$ 236 billion in 2009 [2]. While the market for luxury goods 
has grown steadily through the last 20 years representing a significant percent-
age of trades worldwide, studies have expressed concern about the existence of 
counterfeit, and generation of loss from counterfeit products amounts to US$ 12 
billion per year [3].
Lai and Zaichkowsky [4] define counterfeits as illegally made products that 
resemble the genuine goods but are typically of lower quality in terms of perfor-
mance, reliability or durability [5]. Counterfeit goods decrease companies’ profits 
because what these manufacturers’ sell is what the brands will not sell, which 
means that there is a direct steal of revenues from brands. This industry suffers with 
counterfeits resulting in seizures of large number of counterfeit goods. Thus, the 
increase in demand of luxury goods is the driver of the demand for counterfeits [6].
The need for individualism and uniqueness is one of important characteris-
tics of counterfeit consumers. Studies have stated that people feel the need for 
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individualism and uniqueness [2, 7], and this necessity can be expressed by means 
of personal brand preference and buying decisions [8]. Since the idea that money 
acquires status, which can be seen through the goods people own, people started 
to acquire products not only for ‘what they can do, but also for what they mean’ [9] 
(p. 118). In addition, there is also meaning attached to goods, especially to luxury 
goods as with the ownership comes a sense of exclusivity. Thus, buying counterfeit 
goods translates into reality as a loss of exclusivity for the customers of genuine 
luxury brands [10].
Therefore, this chapter focuses on the counterfeit market, its influence on 
luxury consumption and consumers’ drivers for the counterfeit. Furthermore, the 
chapter discusses the innovative ways adopted by a Portuguese firm to control the 
growth of counterfeit market. In particular, start-ups are advised to plan, develop 
and implement a strategy for launching an anti-counterfeit technology product. 
However, reaching the customers with anti-counterfeit technology products is not 
easy and requires focus across the industry. Knowledge of the study helps to under-
stand to control the growth of counterfeit market and loss of sales and image to the 
fashion firms.
2. Literature review
2.1 Counterfeits and counterfeit market
‘Product counterfeiting is a form of consumer fraud: a product is sold, pur-
porting to be something that it is not’ [11] (p. 173). However there is also another 
concept that needs to be brought to light in order to provide further understanding 
on the subject, which is deception. According to [12], deception is a form of manip-
ulating information with the purpose of influencing the behaviour of a customer 
of potential customer, by misrepresenting a product. [13]. Ekman [14] stated 
that there are two major deception strategies, which are concealment, where the 
deceiver hides relevant information without saying anything false, and falsifying, 
where the deceiver adds untrue information as if it were true in order to manipulate 
the customer [13]. In both cases, deception is intentional.
While defining the counterfeit market, [15] believes there are two types of 
markets for counterfeits, deceptive markets, where the customers are imperfectly 
informed or are not familiarised with the product, which makes them unable to 
distinguish between genuine and fake products and leads to the purchase of fake 
goods by accident [7], and nondeceptive, where the customer can easily differenti-
ate fake from authentic, which cannibalises the purchase of genuine products; this 
sort of market applies more to the luxury goods industry, since consumers are fully 
aware they are purchasing a counterfeit when it comes to the date of acquisition; 
here buyers are accomplices rather than victims [13].
OECD [16] came to the estimate that 5–9% of the global trade volume is counter-
feit production, which translates to a basis of a yearly volume of US$ 9 billion; this 
means that the counterfeit industry accounts for a loss between US$ 450 and US$ 
810 million [7]. World Custom Organisation [17] computed that the global market 
for counterfeits is to exceed US$ 600 billion, accounting for approximately 7% of 
world trade [3]. The estimate from [18] states that the loss from counterfeiting lux-
ury goods or brands amounts to US$ 12 billion per year [3], which means that sales 
of counterfeit items have caused billions of dollars in lost sales for legitimate luxury 
good producers [19]. A different source found was the International Chamber of 
Commerce, which cites a similar estimate where counterfeits account for 5% all the 
way up to 7% of worldwide trade, which are worth US$ 600 billion yearly [11].
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The counterfeiting industry operates in a ‘grey market’; this means that solid 
numbers are hard to estimate and to come by, hence all of the different yet similar 
numbers stated above; there is a gap in the academia when it comes to recent and 
updated statistics for the counterfeit market [11].
All of the estimates mentioned above, namely, that counterfeits account for 
5–9% of world trades, have remained static for a few years now, and the assessed 
percentage does not seem to be based upon empirical findings [11]. Keeping this 
problem in mind, back in 2016 [16], the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development reassessed the issue and projected a value that seems more 
reasonable and accurate for the volume of counterfeits traded globally, which was 
based on solid evidence; this value came down to 2% [20], which is significantly 
lower than the previously estimated value. Another one of the most recent statistics 
belongs to Interpol (2009), where the value released confirms that counterfeits 
account for 2% of worldwide trades [10], which goes along the lines of the value 
released by the [16].
Havocscope [21] confirms that the current value of the counterfeit good’s 
market is about US$ 12 billion. Information extracted from [21] provides us with 
knowledge regarding the amount of US$ lost by sector per year. As can be seen in 
Table 1.1, in the Appendix, show companies and clothing manufacturers lose up 
to US$ 12 billion yearly due to illegal counterfeit activity, while the cosmetic sector 
loses up to US$ 3 billion per year [21].
With the presented information, it can be seen that there is a real loss in the 
luxury goods market due to the emergence of this ‘grey market’ of counterfeits. 
What this means is that luxury brands face a serious problem: counterfeiting. The 
luxury good’s market has grown from a value of US$ 20 billion in 1985 [1] to its 
current value estimated by Bain and Company (2012) of over US$ 260 billion, and 
the expectation regarding the growth of this market is of about 2 up to 4% annually 
for the next 2 years [1]. Although the technical term ‘luxury good’ is independent of 
the goods’ quality, customers consider these kinds of products to be of the highest 
quality available in the market, since that is how these types of brands position 
themselves; they make the extra effort to associate elevated prices with high-quality 
standards [22].
The global luxury goods industry, which includes drinks, fashion, cosmetics, 
fragrances, watches, jewellery, luggage and handbags, has been on an upward climb 
for many years [23], the luxury goods market is significant, not only in terms of its 
market value, but also in terms of its growth rate [1, 24]. Luxury goods manufactur-
ers meet consumer demand by focusing on brand, aesthetics, quality materials, 
superior craftsmanship and pricing to transform everyday objects into status 
symbols. The industry rises and falls with the gross domestic product (GDP), seeing 
demand climb in times of economic stability and plummeting in unfavourable 
economic climates [23]. The United States has long been the largest regional market 
for luxury goods and is estimated to continue to be the leading personal luxury 
goods market in 2013, with a value of 62.5 billion euros [23].
2.2 Acquiring counterfeit Good’s online
One third of counterfeit sales of luxury goods are made online [2, 3]. Also, and 
according to [25], consumers of counterfeit goods acquire them mostly through the 
Internet, especially when they are well aware they are buying a fake good, since it is 
easier for them to analyse all the information provided, as well as compare the fake 
products with the genuine articles.
According to [26], a massive 87% of counterfeits are acquired online; the sources 
this website uses are based on empirical evidence, such as news and feedback from 
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The counterfeiting industry operates in a ‘grey market’; this means that solid 
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released by the [16].
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2.2 Acquiring counterfeit Good’s online
One third of counterfeit sales of luxury goods are made online [2, 3]. Also, and 
according to [25], consumers of counterfeit goods acquire them mostly through the 
Internet, especially when they are well aware they are buying a fake good, since it is 
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products with the genuine articles.
According to [26], a massive 87% of counterfeits are acquired online; the sources 
this website uses are based on empirical evidence, such as news and feedback from 
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online platforms (eBay, AliExpress, Amazon and Facebook). eBay is currently deal-
ing with the highest percentage of counterfeit complaints; however, and according 
[26], it is the only one of these platforms doing something to prevent and protect 
their customers against the counterfeit problem, unlike Amazon, who warns 
customers to buy at ‘their own risk’. The Internet makes it possible for counterfeiters 
to sell fake goods without prior consumer inspection [13]. [27] estimates that US$ 
135 billion were sold online in counterfeit alone, back in 2008 [13].
When buying online, the customer relies only in the information provided by the 
seller—text, pictures or videos—which is easy to manipulate [13]. A study elabo-
rated by [13] showed that if the presentation of the product online is elaborated and 
advanced, it would influence the user’s perceptions of the authenticity of products 
in a positive way, which leads to an increase in the user’s willingness to buy online.
The Internet has made the practice of selling counterfeit goods much easier, 
since it decreases costs and increases information asymmetry between parties, mak-
ing it more difficult to prosecute online deceivers [12, 13].
2.3 Drivers of the counterfeit market
There is a need to analyse what guides this parallel market, what is the appeal 
behind living of an illegal activity. According to the literature, the two main forces 
driving this market are, firstly, the high margins obtained by counterfeit manufac-
turers and, secondly, the demand for name-brand goods and lower prices [3].
World Custom Organisation [17] states that the key driver for this market is the 
exponential growth of China and the intensification of their exports [11]. Naturally 
not all counterfeited products come from China; however, an astonishing 2/3 of 
the total counterfeit shipments detected by authorities actually departed from 
China; this percentage accounts for about 241 million pieces seized globally [11]. 
US Customs and Border Protection [28] states that top commodities preferred by 
counterfeiters include footwear, apparel, watches, pharmaceuticals and electronics 
[13], which confirms that there is a real issue to be studied.
For consumers, luxury has to be seen by everyone; customers acquire an expen-
sive item or a counterfeit item for their own self-esteem and for others to see as well, 
in order to attain or increase their social status [13]. The interest in purchasing a 
high-end product decreases if potential customers consider the set of products to be 
held by the masses [29], because the decision to buy branded products is based upon 
social benefits, such as the prestige of holding a good of this nature [29–32]; holding 
a luxury good represents a symbol of success for the customer [32], and any fashion 
brand needs to maintain its exclusivity in order to attract customers, since if a brand 
wants to price the products at designer prices, then it means that it cannot be held 
by too many consumers [29].
Authors have presented a theory concerning two types of social groups, the 
elites and the masses; the elites seek to distinguish themselves from the masses, 
hence their high-end purchases, while the masses have a need to emulate the choices 
of the elites [29]. The primary value of luxury brands is psychological and that their 
consumption is dependent on a distinctive mix of social and individual cues [1]. 
Han et al. [33] states that people do not desire counterfeit goods; they desire the real 
product; however, sometimes customers whom aspire to own luxury products are 
unable to afford to pay for the genuine product and can use counterfeits as a poor 
substitute [19], which means that consumers’ desire for counterfeit luxury goods 
always derives from their preference for genuine luxury brands, and counterfeits 
provide the user with social status at a low price, but also at a low quality [10], 
which, besides hindering innovation, employment and trade [34], does not really 
hurt the final customer in any way, hence their continuous purchases.
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In 1993, [15] conducted a study that led to the conclusion that people attach 
more importance to the image that a brand conveys than to the acute lack of 
quality and functionality of a copy [7]. As expected, people pay more attention 
to what holding a certain luxury brand really means to others, more so than to 
the actual quality of the product; they pay more attention to the external rather 
than the internal attributes of the product; specifically, this factor leads Asian 
consumers to have a stronger appetite for luxury goods [19]. Consumers buy 
the fake goods due to the brand status they get from it, counterfeit status goods 
often offer similar qualities as the original merchandise and the consumer of 
these goods is not at any risk of bodily harm; however, consumers of these goods 
subject themselves to social risk, since these goods are of high symbolic value and 
social visibility [35]. Bloch et al. [15] states that the true driver for the demand 
for counterfeits is the demand for luxury goods; as stated above, consumers of 
fake luxury goods are willing accomplices rather than victims of deception [10], 
in which counterfeit luxury goods stimulate consumer demand for brand-name 
items, to some extent [19].
Some counterfeit buyers believe they are receiving comparable goods at lower 
prices; they see nothing wrong with the action and perceive designer prices as 
unfair [36], instead of thinking about what really goes with designing and assem-
bling a luxury product [10]. Prestige, brand image and fashion are important to 
purchasers of premium brands; however, buyers of counterfeits value the same, but 
try to gain the image benefits at a bargain price [37]. Marketers keep focusing on the 
quality/price ratio: consumers often find they can get sufficient quality for the price 
they are paying [10]. The transaction of a counterfeit product may seem advanta-
geous to the seller and to the consumer at the time, but it harms the brand being 
duplicated, since there is a direct steal of revenues.
According to a study performed by [38], the consumer values ethical standards, 
and when they feel that a company is not living up to those standards, they will 
sacrifice themselves to punish the company, which could translate into going out 
and acquiring counterfeits. The opposite can also happen; customers may sacrifice 
themselves to defend a company with high moral standards [10, 38]. The study 
concluded that if the price of the original good is much higher than the price of the 
counterfeit good, the quality is sufficient, and the customer feels no need to support 
the manufacturer of the original product; then it is more likely that the customer 
will acquire the counterfeit, since price remains one of the most important indica-
tors in the market of a product’s value [39]. which means that consumers that know-
ingly acquire a counterfeit good are willing to trade up quality and performance for 
the fake image purchased at a discount price [37].
According to the literature, there are three main reasons that lead people to 
acquire counterfeits. Firstly, the price of the counterfeit is much lower than the 
original; secondly, the quality of the fake is comparable to that of the original; and 
lastly, customers do not see any reason to support the company that manufactures 
the original good, which relates to the social responsibility of the company [10]. 
Poddar et al. [10] conducted a study which provided us with two relevant conclu-
sions for this report, namely, if price differentials are higher and quality differ-
entials are lower, then purchase intentions increase, and, second and extremely 
relevant in the sense that it confirms what has been said previously, customers are 
more prone to acquiring counterfeits if they feel that other people will not be able to 
tell the difference [10].
As seen before, counterfeiters are dealing mainly online, and they provide the 
customer with professional-looking websites, low prices, faster delivery times and 
a wider range of delivery, and this poses a real threat to luxury houses [35]. Cordell 
et al. [40] understand that potential deception occurs in commercial transactions 
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due to information asymmetry and opportunistic behaviour [13], and this is easier 
to occur online, where everything can be manipulated, in terms of information pro-
vided by the seller, as well as visual aids. Research by [41] confirms that advanced 
presentation online affects buyers in a positive way; it leads to the decrease of 
apparent risk, creates a better mood for customers and provides a more entertaining 
experience for them [13].
One of the more relevant factors for consumers that purchase counterfeits online 
is price; usually these consumers use the Internet as a tool for gathering information 
and even as a means to compare the fake with the original product [8, 35]. Another 
factor that is valued by customers is safety; when counterfeiters produce goods, 
they have no regard for the customer’s personal safety [37]; however, this does not 
impact the luxury-counterfeited goods, since most of them are products to wear, 
instead of medical drugs, for example, where the danger of buying altered goods is 
more clear to the end-customer [11].
Counterfeit items have some symbolic value for the customers who buy them 
with the desire of enhancing their social status [1, 19]. According to [18], the 
desire of consumers for counterfeit luxury goods depends on the extent to which 
such brands fulfil the social motivation guiding the luxury brand preferences of 
those consumers [19]. Thus, consumers with strong face consciousness preferred 
counterfeit luxury goods that can be used in public to those that can be used in 
private situations, which supports findings by other authors stating that situ-
ational effects are important in considered analysis of nondeceptive counterfeit 
luxury products [42].
2.4 Innovative way to fight off counterfeits
MobilityNow is a start-up company that has its sole focus on mobile solu-
tions. While there are more than 1.2 billion users who already access the Internet 
through mobile devices and almost half of them use their mobile in the electronic 
shopping process, MobilityNow is playing a huge role by adapting the technolo-
gies. Mobile device is of growing importance nowadays, since more than 15% of 
all the Internet traffic comes from mobile devices, which means there is a need 
for companies to adapt their technologies, and that is where MobilityNow plays a 
huge role.
The MobilityNow was founded in 2012 under design to develop solutions for the 
mobile world to help people and businesses to create and manage, with security, a 
strong digital presence. The company believes the online world has been made to be 
permanently connected to the offline world through mobile platforms and advo-
cates building an ecosystem where people, machines, sites and cities are securely 
linked and identified.
Although the Internet assists in counterfeiting spread faster and easier, there are 
several software that can prevent counterfeiting. BULLA is a simple and innovative 
solution to fight off counterfeits. It consists of integrating a secure near-field com-
munication (NFC) chip in the target product as well as associating this chip with 
the company authentication server, BULLA-id. It is also described as a short-range 
wireless communication between electronic devices. The system through android 
mobile app and product management platform can immediately verify the authen-
tication of the brand. The NFC can be embedded into the products and contain 
electronically stored information that can be read by mobile devices. One of the 
benefits that the NFC provides is that they are quicker to read; hence, it is less time 
consuming and less laborious. It can be read by a smart phone through mobile apps. 
NFC is the powerful tool that makes use of the latest authentication technologies. It 
results in providing producers and consumers access to a new world of possibilities 
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that bring them closer and solidify their bond of trust. Thus, BULLA can be inte-
grated into several categories of products.
In fashion industry, BULLA can be integrated to reduce the risk of counterfeit-
ing and protecting the brand—its processes, products and innovations—from fakes 
and simultaneously reduces companies’ losses. For example, brands by placing the 
BULLA seal on the bottle will help in identifying counterfeit. The users of BULLA 
are benefitted in three ways—first, BULLA provides the end-user with authenticity 
validation. Because it works as a direct way for the customer to interact with the 
brand, it provides an open line of communication with the brand. Lastly, it is easy 
and simple for the consumer to use and has a user-friendly interface. For example, 
a user can scan the BULLA tag placed on the brand through downloaded mobile 
application.
2.5 Strategic phase of reaching consumers
Considering the presence of competitors for anti-counterfeiting technology 
solutions products, MobilityNow identified the strength and weaknesses of BULLA 
to provide value that consumers can relate with their problems of counterfeit 
products. BULLA has two main strong points worth mentioning, such as its sim-
plicity of usage and it being very easy for the final user to understand and utilise; 
and, the connections MobilityNow have within the wine sector may come to be a 
strength towards developing partnerships. The company also identified the role of 
the content marketing.
Content marketing is a special kind of marketing that has recently emerged due 
to the evolution of technology and the impact this evolution has had over social 
media. It is a technique that involves the creation and sharing of media and publish-
ing content in order to acquire and retain customers [43]. Content marketing can be 
thought of as a way of providing relevant information to customers or potential 
customers, and the set of information has the aim and the power of maintaining or 
even changing behaviours [44]. A video was prepared to engage with the consumers 
and help new consumers to stay connected on the website focusing on the intended 
benefits of BULLA. The BULLA website was clutter free and concise. The website is 
easy to navigate and gets in touch with us easily in case potential customers are 
interested, and most important of all, it is simple to understand what BULLA is all 
about, how it can be used and where it can be applied.
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plicity of usage and it being very easy for the final user to understand and utilise; 
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strength towards developing partnerships. The company also identified the role of 
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media. It is a technique that involves the creation and sharing of media and publish-
ing content in order to acquire and retain customers [43]. Content marketing can be 
thought of as a way of providing relevant information to customers or potential 
customers, and the set of information has the aim and the power of maintaining or 
even changing behaviours [44]. A video was prepared to engage with the consumers 
and help new consumers to stay connected on the website focusing on the intended 
benefits of BULLA. The BULLA website was clutter free and concise. The website is 
easy to navigate and gets in touch with us easily in case potential customers are 
interested, and most important of all, it is simple to understand what BULLA is all 
about, how it can be used and where it can be applied.
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3. Conclusion
When it comes to the luxury goods market, only a fraction of the market 
acquires these legitimate products, the ones that can afford these goods. The other 
ones, those who cannot afford it, go for the option of buying a fake, since some 
of them have the need for these sorts of items but not the availability to acquire 
them. Most of them do not even see it as harmful towards the brands, since they are 
established and money does not appear to be a problem. The counterfeit market, 
according to the sources found, has been growing steadily through the years; since 
manufacturers from China keep emerging and the sanction they pay if they get 
caught is not heavy enough to make them stop producing counterfeit goods, the 
profit they make is worth the risk. The chapter suggests the relevance and impor-
tance of alternative technology for tags and labels especially through the NFC tech-
nology to prevent counterfeit. The chapter relates with the anti-counterfeit software 
of BULLA to prevent counterfeit. BULLA could have a fighting chance, with this 
growth brands would want to take action when it comes to protecting their assets.
BULLA would probably work better on an international level, since in Portugal, 
manufacturers are not willing to spend extra funds to better or to protect their 
business; however, they do not suffer as greatly from this malady as bigger com-
panies do. Bigger companies are willing to fund something as long as it has some 
appeal and some potential to increase their business. This means that the efforts 
regarding BULLA should be made in the direction of partnering up with bigger and 
solid companies; if not, the focus should at least be in selling our product to other 
technological companies and receiving a percentage of their profits; in this second 
option, the efforts on our part would be minimised.
MobilityNow is now an accredited entity under Portugal 2020. Its expertise and 
competency has been recognised in provision of mobility consultancy services. In 
addition, the company has been marketing at present the near-field communica-
tions and its multiple uses for the premium brand. Over the years, the strategies of 
reaching consumer through their anti-counterfeit products have been successful.
© 2019 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 5
The RFId Technology for 
Monitoring the Supply Chain 
and for Fighting against 
Counterfeiting: A Fashion 
Company Case Study
Erica Varese and Anna Claudia Pellicelli
Abstract
The purpose of this chapter, after a brief literature review, is to analyse how the 
RFId technologies applied by an Italian fashion firm, Oscalito, contribute to moni-
toring the supply chain and are a useful tool to fight against counterfeiting, enhanc-
ing the Made in Italy. In the textile sector, characterised by a short and constantly 
evolving production cycle, the RFId technology has enormous potential. According 
to Regulation (EU) No 1007/2011 on textile fibre names and related labelling and 
marking of the fibre composition of textile products, consumer protection requires 
transparent and consistent trade rules, including as regards, indications of origin. 
When such indications are used, they should enable consumers to be fully aware of 
the origin of the products they purchase, so as to protect them against fraudulent, 
inaccurate or misleading claims of origin. In this context, RFId technology has 
emerged as a valid support for the company not only to monitor the supply chain, 
especially with reference to inventory management, waste disposal, logistics and 
transport, but also to protect the Italian origin of production. This study also has 
some limitations, typical of the applied methodology.
Keywords: RFId, supply chain, counterfeiting, fashion company, label, case study
1. Introduction
The Textile Regulation (EU) No 1007/2011 on textile fibre names and related 
labelling and marking of the fibre composition of textile products (hereafter, 
Regulation) was adopted in September 2011 and became applicable on 8 May 2012. 
It repealed and replaced the previous Textile Directives.
By it, the EU legislator intended to eliminate potential obstacles to a good func-
tioning of the internal market, caused by divergent rules in the member states.
The enforcement of this Regulation thus aims at standardising textile fibre 
names as well as terms appearing on labels, markings and documents accompanying 
textile products in the various production, transformation and distribution cycles.
With the double objective of offering consumers accurate information and of 
improving the internal market, it also sets rules on labelling or marking of textile 
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products containing non-textile parts of animal origin, and regulates modalities for 
determining the fibre composition of textile products.
A textile product is defined as “any raw, semi-worked, worked, semi-manufactured, 
manufactured, semi-made-up or made-up product which is exclusively composed of 
textile fibres, regardless of the mixing or assembly process employed” (Regulation, art. 3).
The burden of labelling lies on all producers, importers or distributors of textile 
products, from raw materials to the finished product.
At the time of introducing a product into the market, the producer ensures 
the presence of the label or marking and the accuracy of the information therein 
displayed. If the producer is not established in the Union, the importer guarantees 
the above. A distributor is considered producer to the scopes of the Regulation in 
case he introduces a product into the market with his name or factory mark, labels 
it or modifies its contents. When making a textile product available on the market, 
the distributor guarantees that it is provided with the appropriate label or marking 
(Regulation, art. 15).
The Regulation does not apply to textile products contracted out to persons 
working in their own homes or to independent firms that carry out work from 
materials supplied without the property therein being transferred for consideration 
or to textile products tailor-made by self-employed tailors.
Furthermore, the following do not require a label: (i) textile products not 
intended for final consumers; (ii) textile products which, under customs control, 
are in transit because they are intended for non-EU markets; (iii) textile products 
temporarily imported for processing; (iv) textile products intended for sale in non-
EU countries, for which the rules of the destination country need to be respected.
On top of mandatory indications, the legislator allows operators to characterise 
their production by voluntary information to be applied on labels or markings. In 
recent years, smart labels [1] are spreading out more and more in the textile sector also.
The objective of this chapter is to present, among indications which can volun-
tarily be added to labels, the application by Oscalito of RFId tags on finished items 
of clothing, in order to guarantee control on supply chain, on Made in Italy and, in 
general, on the high-quality characteristics of production.
This research fills a gap in literature: to the authors’ knowledge, this is the first 
paper to present a case study on an Italian company applying RFId technologies to 
control the supply chain and to protect the Italian origin of production.
This chapter is divided into five sections: Section 2 presents a brief literature 
review on RFId technologies in the textile sector for monitoring the supply chain 
and for fighting against counterfeiting; Section 3 shows the research methodology; 
Section 4 offers considerations regarding the case study, Oscalito; in Section 5, the 
final conclusions are summarized.
2. Literature review
RFId technology uses a radio frequency to identify, detect and locate objects 
[2]. In a nutshell, these systems are based on remote reading of the information 
displayed by a specific label (the RFId tag), activated by a special reader. Thus, it is 
possible, through magnetic impulses, to codify the data contained in the tag accom-
panying the product throughout the entire production process [3]. Passive RFId 
tags do not have own power supply; therefore, the chips are activated by the power 
received from the antenna of the reader.
Literature analysis primarily brought up two main uses of RFId tags in the textile 
industry: (i) for monitoring supply chains in general and (ii) as tools for fighting 
against counterfeiting.
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2.1 RFId technologies for monitoring the supply chain
Numerous publications describe potential benefits of the use of RFId tags in 
the supply chain. For example, see [4–11]. Few authors succeed in quantifying the 
benefits deriving from the application of this technology, because of the relatively 
scarce concrete applications [12].
In recent years, RFId tags have risen great interest, and some authors [12] believe 
that they will substitute bar codes, an automatic identification technology that has 
been characterising retail sales for decades [13].
They are used for monitoring supply chains especially with reference to inven-
tory management, waste disposal, logistics and transport [14].
In the textile industry, characterised by a short and continuously evolving 
production cycle, RFId technology enjoys enormous potential. Brands such as 
Prada, Tesco, Wal-Mart, Benetton and, recently, Zara [15] are studying possibilities 
for its implementation [16]. The positive impact of these tags has been analysed by 
[17], who presented the highly satisfactory results obtained along the supply chain 
by applying RFId tags to clothing items of a US company. In Ref. [18], on the other 
hand, in a Hong Kong company, it has been noted that a resource allocation system 
based on RFId tags can ensure more efficient processes than those obtainable by 
traditional techniques.
The Italian textile and clothing industry has for years been struck by strong 
competition from emerging economies: this situation led some authors [19] to 
verify the existence of traceability initiatives in order to obtain competitive advan-
tages. The study analysed the ‘Traccia’ project for dissemination of the ‘traceability 
of textile products’, carried out also by using RFId tags. It was brought into evidence 
that various traceability models might have come up, supported by public or private 
certification systems. Even though the textile industry is considered one of the most 
indicated for the application of this technology [20], the authors lament that opera-
tors do not yet fully perceive its advantages.
The main responsibility for the delay in implementing these tags, on the Italian 
as well as the international level, seems to be upon difficulties in aligning objectives 
and strategies along the supply chain: if this were not to happen, RFId might hinder 
instead of favouring integration of the various processes [21]. In Ref. [22], finally, 
a possible application of RFId to the shopping context is suggested: by guiding 
consumers in their purchases, added value could be created for firms.
Furthermore, numerous other interesting studies concern applications of RFId 
tags to the textile industry (e.g., see [22–26]).
2.2 RFId technologies for fighting against counterfeiting
In the twenty-first ‘Whereas’ of the Regulation, the EU legislator states that 
the textile industry is hit by the phenomenon of counterfeiting and that this raises 
problems in terms of consumer protection and information. The legislator encour-
ages member states to devote particular attention to the enforcement of EU hori-
zontal legislation and of measures concerning counterfeited products in the textile 
industry, such as Regulation (EU) No 608/2013 concerning customs enforcement of 
intellectual property rights and repealing Council Regulation (EC) No 1383/2003.
Technologies enabling contrast counterfeiting can be classified into four groups 
[27–29]: (i) holograms and filigrees (manifest technologies), (ii) safety inks and 
invisible printing (hidden technologies), (iii) chemical tags and (iv) bar codes and 
RFId (‘track-and-trace’ technologies).
On the international scale, the proposal and analysis of RFId tags in order to 
fight against counterfeiting have been studied by many authors (e.g., see [30–40]).
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products containing non-textile parts of animal origin, and regulates modalities for 
determining the fibre composition of textile products.
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This chapter is divided into five sections: Section 2 presents a brief literature 
review on RFId technologies in the textile sector for monitoring the supply chain 
and for fighting against counterfeiting; Section 3 shows the research methodology; 
Section 4 offers considerations regarding the case study, Oscalito; in Section 5, the 
final conclusions are summarized.
2. Literature review
RFId technology uses a radio frequency to identify, detect and locate objects 
[2]. In a nutshell, these systems are based on remote reading of the information 
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possible, through magnetic impulses, to codify the data contained in the tag accom-
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tags do not have own power supply; therefore, the chips are activated by the power 
received from the antenna of the reader.
Literature analysis primarily brought up two main uses of RFId tags in the textile 
industry: (i) for monitoring supply chains in general and (ii) as tools for fighting 
against counterfeiting.
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In Ref. [41], it is suggested that consumers should use personal mobile devices 
(with RFId reader) in order to obtain information on products they are about to 
purchase and verify, in particular, their authenticity, while in Ref. [42], it is pro-
posed to integrate RFId tags through the innovative anti-counterfeiting ‘TagPrint’ 
system, using COTS RFID tags and readers. This system is characterised by low-cost 
and offline genuineness validation utilizing passive tags. These three purposes are 
achieved “by leveraging a few of federated tags’ fingerprints and geometric relation-
ships”. In TagPrint, a new kind of fingerprint is utilised, called phase fingerprint, 
“extracted from the phase value of the backscattered signal, provided by the COTS RFID 
readers”. To further solve the separation challenge, a geometric solution is developed 
to validate the genuineness. TagPrint, using COTS RFID devices, may increase the 
inviolability of RFId tags.
Concerning the textile industry, Ref. [43] presents a practical application of the 
RFId technology to the fashion sector of an Italian firm: it is argued that the imple-
mentation of this technology as to the two most imitated lines of production has 
enabled to limit the counterfeiting phenomenon and to improve logistics.
Still with a view to the textile industry, thanks to using RFId technology, Refs. 
[44, 45] propose a system called ‘electronic-pedigree’ (e-pedigree), which enables 
to verify single elements, identify missing objects and foresee the status of the 
products wherever they are located within the supply chain. In 2015, an algorithm 
named ‘tag data processing and synchronization—TDPS’ was presented, which 
makes it possible to develop an e-pedigree [29]. To date, the studies of these authors 
however still miss practical applications.
On top of eliminating sales of counterfeited goods, the application of RFId tags 
on items of clothing enables to hamper organised crime, by rapidly identifying and 
reacting to its illicit strategies, which are constantly evolving [46].
Further interesting cases are mentioned in Refs [47, 44].
3. Methodology
With the purpose to achieve the aim of this research, the following hypothesis 
has been developed:
H1. In the fashion industry there is an increasing need to monitor the textile  
supply chain; in Italy, furthermore, it is necessary to protect the textile production against 
counterfeiting. Since RFId technologies are considered a strategic tool in many sectors  
(for example, in traceability of food, animals, and people thanks to electronic passports), 
the Italian textile industry may be very interested in approaching them.
The research methodology was structured as follows: the first stage consisted 
in a review of existing literature, focused on RFId technologies in the textile sector 
for monitoring the supply chain and for fighting against counterfeiting; the second 
stage consisted in applying a qualitative case study methodology helping to explore 
this phenomenon within its context [48, 49].
According to Ref. [50], the choice of this methodology is justified by the need 
to answer ‘how’ and ‘why’, as well as by the fact that authors cannot manipulate the 
behaviour of those involved in the study, and by the fact that the research focuses 
on a contemporary phenomenon [51].
We feel that it would be impossible to gain a true picture of the chances for 
adopting an RFId technology in the fashion industry without considering the 
context in which it may be developed and used.
In fact, the relationship between RFId technology on the one side, and its 
implementation for monitoring the supply chain and avoiding counterfeiting on the 
other side, seems crucial to us.
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We chose this case, Oscalito, because it is quite unique [52, 50, 53].
Oscalito undoubtedly shows the above-mentioned characteristics, because it has 
been one of the first Italian firms to implement voluntary RFId labels.
According to Ref. [54], this essay uses a wide range of sources of information in 
order to develop and analyse the case study. In the interest of data triangulation, we 
observed directly, analysed company documents and made interviews.
Direct observation was conducted at the company premises in 2018, so as to 
catch the reality and analyse events in real time: we enjoyed the opportunity to 
observe several meetings. We are conscious of the weaknesses of such observation: 
time-consuming; selectivity (might miss facts), reflexivity (observer’s presence 
might cause change) and costs (observers need time)—[55, 51].
On these occasions, we asked to be granted access to company documents in 
order to better understand the firm and to increase our knowledge about the enter-
prise, especially concerning the RFId label.
We had the opportunity to analyse memoranda, study reports, etc. The validity 
of these documents was carefully reviewed so as to avoid incorrect data being ana-
lysed. We spent almost a week collecting data emerging from this documentation. 
Further information was collected from the Oscalito website.
In order to capture different dimensions of the same phenomenon, we inter-
viewed the managing director and other people in the company (semi-structured 
interview) so as to clarify some important topics [54, 56, 57]. Each interview lasted 
for approximately 1 hour and was conducted by both of us. With a view to reducing 
the subjectivity of data interpretation, on permission by the interviewee [51], the 
interviews were recorded and later transcribed.
We autonomously analysed all data obtained by direct observation, company 
documentation and interviews, and we finally compared our individual interpreta-
tion of the results.
We did a triangulation of data sources (data triangulation) [58].
According to the Ying categorisation of case studies, this is a ‘descriptive’ one: 
this type of case study is used to describe a ‘phenomenon and the real-life context in 
which it occurred’ [50, 49].
4. Case study: Oscalito
In order to better understand the practical applications smart labels can have 
in the textile industry, the CEO of Oscalito, Dr. Dario Casalini, was contacted and 
interviewed.
The Oscalito brand (acronym for Osvaldo Casalini Lino Torino) is produced by 
Maglificio Po, a textile company founded in Turin in 1936 by two brothers, Osvaldo 
and Lino Casalini. Initially, clothing lines of underwear and fashion knitwear for 
men, women and children were created, using high-quality natural fibres. Basically, 
tubular fabric (without stitching) was produced, using circular machines. Lino’s 
sons, Arrigo and Andrea, later joined the firm, extending the product range to fash-
ion clothes and gaining success even on foreign markets. Export became fundamental 
for the business (so fundamental that nowadays 70% of the production is exported), 
and over the years, the women’s fashion line acquired a central role in Oscalito’s offer. 
In 2014, Dario Casalini joined the firm; as third generation of the family, he gradu-
ally took the lead of the company, renewing the brand and making it grow on the 
international scale, but always in the sign of continuity. In fact, Oscalito has always 
kept the entire production chain in Turin: from yarn production to finished garment. 
It has been among the first firms in the textile industry to introduce RFId labels on 
individual items of clothing in order to ensure production chain traceability.
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Since 2012, Oscalito has been using RFId tags, which allow to trace the entire 
chain: fabric weaving, finishing and cutting, tailoring, quality control and logis-
tics. This makes absolute control on quality flaws possible and guarantees Made 
in Italy. Such instrument enables to enact the intent of the EU Legislator, who, at 
the twentieth “whereas” of the Regulation, with the aim to protect consumers, 
requests transparent and coherent commercial rules, also concerning indications 
of origin.
These indications, when available, should enable consumers to be fully informed 
on the origin of the products they purchase, so as to protect them from indications 
of origin which are fraudulent, inaccurate or misleading.
Oscalito’s production chain is managed through an ERP which uses bar code 
technology in the first two processing phases [(i) fabric weaving and finishing; 
(ii) fabric and lace cutting], while during the further four phases [(iii) tailoring 
the completed garments; (iv) finishing the completed garments; (v) ironing and 
packaging; (vi) logistics and warehousing], the information contained in the bar 
code is poured out into the RFId tag and therefore individualised for every single 
piece of clothing.
The implementation of RFId technology in the above production phases took 
place, as mentioned, starting from May 2012; it foresees continuous printing of the 
cards with RFId tags even in case part of the production cycle is carried out by third 
parties (Figure 1).
The RFId tag is applied following quality control which is made on every gar-
ment, and it enables to manage the phases of repair of items which are faulty but 
can be recuperated. Applying RFId tags allows to trace all production phases and 
operators which came in the finished garment in case it was returned, bringing 
to evidence any shortcoming or organizational problem in one of the production 
phases.
The implementation of RFId tags automatized all logistic functions, such as 
entrance into the warehouse with production notes and inventory functions by 
Figure 1. 
RFId Oscalito. Particular of the ‘maintenance’ card with RFId tag associated to the guarantee of Made in Italy 
product. Source: Oscalito.
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reader after passing through the tunnel (Figure 2) or by shelf reader scanner, as 
well as deliveries to customers.
Oscalito does not have an automatized warehouse; therefore, customer order 
preparation is done by manual shelf picking. RFId tags are fundamental in control-
ling picking accuracy: by printing the labels, first of all the true contents of every 
single box are brought into evidence, and then a further control of the complete 
order compared to the picking list (i.e., the customer’s order) is carried out. Finally, 
packing lists for every single item and for the total delivery are printed (Figure 3), 
as well as the documents needed by the forwarder.
The results obtained by Oscalito may be summarized as follows:
• Complete traceability of the chain: from yarn to finished garment, in all pro-
duction phases, with evidence of the operators who came in during the various 
processing steps
• Analysis of defects and errors in the various production phases
• Management of finished garments repair
• Warehouse and inventory management
• Delivery management: cancelling of human mistakes in picking up; automatic 
printing of labels on the boxes; note and packing list printing for every single item
With reference to countering counterfeiting, RFId system is ideal since each 
RFID tag generated has a 22-character alphanumeric code that is unique and not 
reproducible. It contains product production data that can be extracted via the 
ERP system that generated it and which is the only one that allows verification of 
the authenticity and originality of the product. The final consumer can verify the 
authenticity of the product by entering the 22-character alphanumeric code in a 
form made available by the manufacturer on its own mobile app or website.
The manufacturer can easily create his own mobile app or website where the final 
consumer can verify the authenticity of the product by entering the 22-character 
alphanumeric code of the RFID in a form made available by the manufacturer. By 
promoting this autonomous verification system by the final customer, a widespread 
control is carried out on the authenticity of the product without direct costs for the 
manufacturing company.
Figure 2. 
RFId tunnel with exchanging direction motor conveyor for warehouse entry and delivery exit. Source: Oscalito.
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Figure 2. 
RFId tunnel with exchanging direction motor conveyor for warehouse entry and delivery exit. Source: Oscalito.
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As its future objective, Oscalito aims at extending RFId technology to all fabric 
weaving, finishing and cutting production phases and to warehouse management 
by customer, with pre-allocation of garments.
5. Conclusions
The implementation of a production chain traceability system by RFId tags and their 
readers (printers for initializing cards with RFId tags; tunnels to read warehouse entries 
and exits; printers for labelling boxes when dispatching) implied an investment of 
about 70,000.00 euros, increased by costs for the adaptation of the informatics man-
agement system and by current expenditure concerning periodical RFId tag purchase.
Many benefits were obtained: from production chain management with trace-
ability of garments being repaired, to automatic management of the general 
warehouse and of consignment accounts with some customers, to management 
of commercial or defectiveness returns by customers and final consumers who 
purchase through Oscalito’s e-commerce portal, on top of annulment of mistakes 
in the dispatching phase, eliminating claims on contents of the dispatched pieces, 
which used to concern about 100 pieces a year.
Finally, the implementation of the production chain traceability system by RFId 
tags has enabled to obtain important supply chain certifications, especially the 
Italian Identity certification issued by Italcheck.
Even if, according to Refs. [59, 60], common criticisms of the case study method are 
that it lacks rigour and that the dependence on a single case exploration makes it dif-
ficult to reach a generalising conclusion, the authors believe that through the Oscalito 
case study, they have been able to describe their views on a relevant innovative reality.
We realise that this research has some limitations due to the applied methodol-
ogy: we have adopted a qualitative method for a single case study; the findings of 
the study are based on the first results of prospected deeper research; and further 
interviews would be required in order to understand a general fashion industry 
perception of this kind of technology.
For this reason, we are planning to carry out further studies on the application 
of RFId in the fashion industry.
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Abstract
The mission of Scatol8 per la Sostenibilità srl (in English Scatol8 for 
Sustainability) is the realization of products and services to communicate the 
theme of sustainable development. The economic viability of the entrepreneurial 
initiative is ensured by three lines of activity: (1) the realization of personalized 
management systems, (2) carrying out environmental education activities, and 
(3) design and manufacture of products. Scatol8’s products are unique design 
objects—therefore exclusive—crafted with materials and techniques derived 
from scientific research. Osmosis between new researches in the fields of busi-
ness management, chemistry, environment, and the Scatol8 company leads to 
the manufacture of products that incorporate recent innovations and transfer 
the knowledge content to those who can afford them, meaning those who have 
culture enough to understand and appreciate them. It has been said: luxury is 
experiential. This is the concept we aim for with our products. The following 
chapter describes the qualities of some sustainable luxury products and deepens 
the ways of thinking, designing, and making a line of garments. These garments 
incorporate electronic devices with natural fabrics: cotton, hemp, and eco-leather. 
This is an example of upcycling as a result of technological innovation, which is 
then analyzed by the design thinking.
Keywords: fashion industry, product innovation, mass customization, smart textiles, 
interactive apparels, eco-fashion, natural fibers, natural dyeing, business models, 
fashion designers, wearable
1. The Scatol8
Scatol8 per la Sostenibilità srl (briefly, Scatol8 srl) is an academic spin-off of the 
University of Turin and an innovative start-up. The company, founded in 2016, is 
the natural consequence to extensive research programs at the national and inter-
national level on the relationship between the use and transformation of resources 
by economic organizations and the quality of the environment, conducted by the 
Commodity Science Area of the Department of Management, University of Torino. 
It works in the field of clean technologies and environmental monitoring. Its activ-
ity concerns the development, production, and marketing of innovative products 
and services with a high technological value and more specifically the development, 
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production, and marketing of integrated electronic systems and networks for the 
collection of variables—in particular environmental—and analysis of data collected 
through intelligent dashboard, primarily intended for agricultural, commercial, and 
industrial activities. Product innovativeness is due to the development of specific 
algorithms that allow the application of methodologies (business intelligence and 
organizational intelligence) traditionally reserved for corporate information to 
environmental and energy data. These products have a high technological value 
because of the specifically developed software which makes them modular and 
highly customizable; in particular it allows both a simple connection to preexisting 
environmental management systems and complete technological integration with 
sensor and actuator networks (Internet of Things).1
1.1 Fundamental parts of Scatol8
Scatol8 is a sensor platform for environmental and management variable moni-
toring. The aim is to measure all those variables that are relevant for the interaction 
between an economical organization and the environment. Examples of these 
variables are electrical consumption, gas emission in air, waste production, etc. The 
data collected through the sensor platform are sent to a remote server (see Figure 1) 
that offers the opportunity to check the real-time values as well as to look at the 
historical series.
The data collected in the remote database are not only available from a web 
interface that is easy to use, but values can be elaborated, aggregated, and compared 
also among different networks. Scatol8 is mainly focused upon the environmental 
sustainability, and it’s based on these criteria:
Accessibility: Hardware and software are fully based on open-source technolo-
gies and software in view of cost containment, openness, and ease of access, even 
for training and academic purposes.
Environmental compatibility: When possible, all electronic devices are placed 
in recycled containers, coming mainly from consumer goods and electronics indus-
try, transformed and adapted to their new function, or in containers made of wood 
(a renewable resource) or even cardboard.
Modularity: The system is constituted from time to time, according to the 
requirements and specifications of each application.
Dissemination: Scatol8 is not only a product but also an initiative to spread 
knowledge, which aims to involve young people in the creation of technology (and 
not only in its use). Along with the hardware output of the company, there is a 
continuously updated line of information about observed variables, sustainability, 
and purposes.
We can logically divide the monitored variables in three main groups as 
shown in Table 1: the environmental, the managerial, and the biomedical 
parameters. The web application showing the measured values is called Crusc8 
(dashboard). Many indicators, one per variable, compose it. Figure 2 shows an 
example of Crusc8 with nine variables in the same network (on the left). For 
each indicator, it is possible to look at his past trend as shown on the right. These 
examples are taken from a monitored school; in particular the graph represents 
the measured temperature in a classroom where the data were collected every 
15 minutes.
1 Scatol8 per la Sostenibilità srl, established in 2016, draws back from various national and international 
research projects conducted within the Department of Management of the University of Turin. For any 
additional information, please visit http://scatol 8.net.
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Figure 2. 
Examples of Crusc8 and the temperature historical series.
1.2 Sustainable luxury products
Scatol8 srl products and services are manufactured according to the customer’s 
specific requirements. Whether it is the planning and implementing of a remote sens-
ing network, a training project, or a product, the answer to customer needs makes it a 
unique object. Everyone has the central idea to prove sustainability through materials 
and constructive methods. Therefore, materials are natural (various Italian woody 
species, natural fibers, and dyes) and the construction method crafts. From the union 
of these, unique and exclusive objects are created, whose sustainability is defined by 
scientific methods and processes. Features are tailored to the customer’s needs, both 
in terms of sensors and actuators: A custom-made approach to sustainability.
The process shown in Figure 3 highlights the steps that, from an idea, lead to the 
definition of product requirements after identifying and evaluating the conditions 
of economic, environmental, and social sustainability.
Being Scatol8 made of hardware, software, and containers, the definition of req-
uisites analyzes, in a systemic way, the relations among these elements, to ascertain 
the feasibility of a product. The refinement work is carried out through the orga-
nized interaction of subjects with various training backgrounds, in a design think-
ing logic, which allows to explore various options for defining product requisites. 
Whenever a variation is suggested on one of the three elements to better respond 
to customer needs, the impact on other items is checked. This way of proceeding 
allows the definition of feasible product requirements. As far as the environmental 
sustainability test is concerned, life cycle assessment is the most commonly used 









Variables actually measured by Scatol8.
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canvas [1]. Social sustainability is sought through collaboration with companies 
located in Italy. Among the products that have been recently made, we present two 
data-knots, camouflaged by lamps.
Figure 3. 
The design planning from the initial idea to the definition of the product requisites.
Figure 4. 
The first Scatol8 lamp produced by Caneschi Ltd.: S8-LIL, Scatol8 Long Interactive Lamp.
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Scatol8 revealed itself through prototypes, designed and produced in a green 
supply chain, in accordance with the strategic lines that guide our achievements. 
S8-LIL (Figure 4) and S8-SIL (Figure 5), Scatol8 Short and Long Interactive Lamp: 
lighting systems, in two sizes, to determine sequences bright, are dynamic interior 
design objects that contribute to well-being. Built of wood and natural fabrics, they 
interact with the environment, changing the appearance and promptly conquering 
the senses of the living space. Distributed in an apartment, S8-LIL and S8-SIL are 
a peripheral nodes of a Scatol8 network; the values of the environmental variables 
are conveyed to a router, published on the Internet, and displayed via smartphone 
and tablet. Lamps themselves (or any other object) can not only illuminate but 
also spread aromas, sounds, etc. It belongs to the same stream S8-Vela (Figure 6), 
consisting of a lamp, made of essence of chestnut, naturally dyed based on chestnut 
tannins, with medium-density fiberboard base, featuring three types of environ-
mental monitoring sensors, in particular monitoring of temperature, humidity, and 
carbon monoxide parameters, also equipped with LED light actuators.
In the presentation of the Scatol8 system, detailed information on the hardware 
has been provided. The countless combinations and architectures of sensors, 
peripheral nodes, and coordinator node are not ends in themselves; indeed they are 
oriented to the collection and disclosure of information.
2. Wearable technologies
Wearable applications are possible thanks to the development of smart textiles, 
also known as electronic textiles, and thanks to the miniaturization of electronics 
that has allowed to integrate small circuits into the textile products [2]. This kind 
of textiles, introduced in the early 1990s, strongly influenced by military research 
and wearable technology in general [14], enables electronic components to be 
embedded in the fabric itself. The research behind these fabrics involves different 
topics like materials science, chemistry, design, and others. The multidisciplinary 
approach is also relevant because of the coexistence of design and usability of 
requirements. Another significant aspect in wearable technologies (also called 
wearable devices or wearables) is the optimization of power consumption in 
electronics that allowed to project smart applications whose batteries last enough 
for the specific usage. For example, the battery on a sport band must (at minimum) 
last the time of an average running session. New wireless technologies with low 
power consumption allow smart textile products to eventually communicate with 
other devices such as computer or mobile phones. In the case using these devices, 
the wearable application communicates on the Internet; we can say this product is 
also an IOT2 application.
Wearable technologies can include many features. The smart textiles can be con-
nected to sensors and react to external changes called stimuli. In response to these 
stimuli, the material can change some properties like its shape, color stiffness, etc. 
The wearable technologies can also include some actuators as some LEDs, displays, 
or speakers [3].
Virtually, in all the human cultures, people use garments not just for protect-
ing themselves but also for distinguishing their sex, their social status, or their 
belonging to a specific subculture. Smart garments now extend their social function 
2 We can say that an object is IOT if it can be used without Internet connection, but within the net it 
extends its capabilities. For example, a server is not an IOT device because it is useless without a working 
net. On the other hand, a car can exist also without the use of the Internet to extend its capabilities, but 
the Internet would impact its nature or behavior, for example, giving real-time traffic information.
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net. On the other hand, a car can exist also without the use of the Internet to extend its capabilities, but 
the Internet would impact its nature or behavior, for example, giving real-time traffic information.
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working as transmitters, sensors, actuator, or energy-harvesting entities. If these 
garments include a microcontroller, they can implement some logic like interacting 
with the cloud or with other devices [4].
Wearable technologies have been the subject of scientific studies since the mid-1990s 
[3]. The impulse, in terms of funding for research and product development, has been 
initially given by warfare applications. Immediately afterward, the potential of products 
in the biomedical sector and, subsequently, in sportswear area was understood. Lastly, 
with less resources, proposals have appeared in the fashion industry. The connections 
between these four sectors feed an increasingly rapid introduction of new products.
Presently, in the military sector, wearable technologies are identified as elec-
tronic technologies or computers that are incorporated into items of clothing and 
accessories which can comfortably be worn on the body. These wearable devices 
can perform many of the computing tasks as mobile phones and laptop comput-
ers; however, in some cases, wearable technology can outperform these handheld 
devices. Wearable technology tends to be more sophisticated than handheld tech-
nology available in the market today because it can provide sensory and scanning 
features not typically seen in mobile and laptop devices, such as biofeedback and 
tracking of physiological function [5].
Wearable technologies are now an important part in the process of developing 
military uniforms. New features can be monitoring the health of the soldiers as well as 
providing overall battlefield insights [6]. The military uses the data collected during 
engagement to improve the planning phase of future missions reducing causalities. 
One of the most important consequences using this kind of smart clothing is the 
reduction of injuries and consequentially the reduction of lifetime treatment borne by 
the whole country. The data collected from many soldiers and processed can help to 
dynamically change tactic as well as to improve the communication in the group [6].
Wearable military objects share many needs and requirements with some 
civilian applications. For example, in some sport or medical contexts, it would be 
useful to monitor some biometric parameter directly on the clothes. Devices like 
smart bands are already available on the market at cheap prices. New features are 
currently under development like monitoring athletes’ oxygen saturation and heart 
rate and sending those data on a server where the coach and medics can analyze 
them [7]. Zhou et al. [8] explain a textile application where a matrix of sensors 
measures the muscle activities during the sport activities. In this way, it’s possible 
not just to measure if there is a muscle contraction but also if the movement is done 
correctly. Another example in the sport context is a wearable system composed of 
a GPS connected with a breath sensor and an electrocardiogram to trace athletes’ 
body performances [9]. Wearable sensors can be used not only for athletes; Mascia 
and others show an application where inertial sensors are used to evaluate people’s 
movement, and in particular it is possible to check if a child can run properly [10]. 
Medicine can also take advantage from wearable technologies. Tuba and others 
explain how it is possible to detect vital signs with a sort of watch [11]. Dehydration 
can also be detected to evaluate the health status of elderly, diabetic, and sporting 
people in real time throughout the day [12]. Another interesting example of wear-
able medical application is a spine posture monitoring system based on inertial sen-
sor. The data collected are elaborated with a mathematical and geometrical model; 
in this way it is possible to monitor rehabilitation sessions as well as to help patients 
to correct bad postures [13]. The sector of fashion has been the last one, in order of 
time and compared to the sectors cited before, to be involved in the IoT diffusion.
Lena Berlin, from the Swedish School of Textiles [14], did an in-depth analysis 
about smart textile in fashion. One first interesting point is that if medical and 
workwear application researches are mainly developed in public projects (e.g., EU 
projects) or universities, on the other hand sport applications and fashion textile 
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projects are developed by universities and companies. After the literature analysis, 
the author said: An overall impression of the analysis and speculations is the strong 
belief that the potential of using smart textiles lies in application such as medical, 
workwear, and other technical applications rather than fashion. This can be true 
if we consider the potential of the research development, which is the main focus 
of scientific articles, but it is not so obvious if we consider the potential economic 
revenue in a huge market like the fashion one is. It’s difficult to analyze that impact 
now because there are not still a lot of big companies working in fashion that have 
invested significantly in wearable. An example of a big company investigating in 
wearable fashion devices is Adidas that bought Textronics in 2008 [15]. There are 
also some technical barriers that are limiting the diffusion of smart textile applica-
tions. Sensors and radio can be quite expensive; for this reason many applications 
are just LEDs integrated in clothing. There is not a standard for interconnections 
between textiles and electronics, and it is difficult to make all the components robust 
enough. Because of the typical high costs and small production, we can say that 
wearable fashion products are not yet a mass product and mainly concern the luxury.
The wearable technology sector is, peculiarly, multidisciplinary. Considering 
innovations in tissues, research is a priority of materials engineering or bioengineer-
ing, with regard to hardware and software, electronic engineering, information 
technology, and telecommunications and with regard to shapes, architecture, design, 
etc. (see other references in the bibliography). If, then, it comes to assessing demand 
and defining production and commercialization strategies, we can see the involve-
ment of product engineering, logistics, business economics, strategic marketing, etc.
The growth prospects of the wearable technology sector appear to be very promis-
ing, although there are substantial differences between sources. Recently, the “wear-
able technology market—global for 2022” report has predicted a growth rate of 15.51% 
between 2016 and 2022, moving from 15.74$ billion in 2015 to 51.60$ billion in 2022. 
However, it is a very wide sector, which includes also, but not only, textile products. 
Products that could have the highest growth rate are augmented reality glasses or vir-
tual reality glasses. Hanuska and others show that the smart textile market for military 
uses is expected to significantly grow becoming a 500 M$ market in 2018 because this 
is now a common need shared among almost all the countries in the world.
The EU has supported research in the wearable sector since 2002, allocating 
3.984 million with the FP6 program. Subsequently founding continued with FP7 
program. The main projects are [16]:
1. “My Heart,” 16 million/allocated from 2003 to 2009
2. “Dephotex,” funding of 3.131.482 Euros
3. “Stella Project,” funding of 7 million Euros
The biomedical sector was the most funded one by the EU. Despite an extensive 
research effort in several projects for over 10 years, there are only few smart textile 
clothing products on the market, and the volume of business, if declared, seems to 
be modest in the context of fashion and clothing. However, there are some newly 
established companies focused on the development and commercialization of smart 
textile clothing. An interesting aspect in these efforts to commercialize smart textiles 
is the interdisciplinary collaboration between companies in fashion and electronics, 
respectively. Besides pure fashion companies, there are some companies established 
that sell know-how on how to integrate electronics into textiles and clothing. A 
number of EU projects in smart textiles have been supported over the last decades. 
Most of the supported projects are within the health monitoring area. Another type 
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to correct bad postures [13]. The sector of fashion has been the last one, in order of 
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the author said: An overall impression of the analysis and speculations is the strong 
belief that the potential of using smart textiles lies in application such as medical, 
workwear, and other technical applications rather than fashion. This can be true 
if we consider the potential of the research development, which is the main focus 
of scientific articles, but it is not so obvious if we consider the potential economic 
revenue in a huge market like the fashion one is. It’s difficult to analyze that impact 
now because there are not still a lot of big companies working in fashion that have 
invested significantly in wearable. An example of a big company investigating in 
wearable fashion devices is Adidas that bought Textronics in 2008 [15]. There are 
also some technical barriers that are limiting the diffusion of smart textile applica-
tions. Sensors and radio can be quite expensive; for this reason many applications 
are just LEDs integrated in clothing. There is not a standard for interconnections 
between textiles and electronics, and it is difficult to make all the components robust 
enough. Because of the typical high costs and small production, we can say that 
wearable fashion products are not yet a mass product and mainly concern the luxury.
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technology, and telecommunications and with regard to shapes, architecture, design, 
etc. (see other references in the bibliography). If, then, it comes to assessing demand 
and defining production and commercialization strategies, we can see the involve-
ment of product engineering, logistics, business economics, strategic marketing, etc.
The growth prospects of the wearable technology sector appear to be very promis-
ing, although there are substantial differences between sources. Recently, the “wear-
able technology market—global for 2022” report has predicted a growth rate of 15.51% 
between 2016 and 2022, moving from 15.74$ billion in 2015 to 51.60$ billion in 2022. 
However, it is a very wide sector, which includes also, but not only, textile products. 
Products that could have the highest growth rate are augmented reality glasses or vir-
tual reality glasses. Hanuska and others show that the smart textile market for military 
uses is expected to significantly grow becoming a 500 M$ market in 2018 because this 
is now a common need shared among almost all the countries in the world.
The EU has supported research in the wearable sector since 2002, allocating 
3.984 million with the FP6 program. Subsequently founding continued with FP7 
program. The main projects are [16]:
1. “My Heart,” 16 million/allocated from 2003 to 2009
2. “Dephotex,” funding of 3.131.482 Euros
3. “Stella Project,” funding of 7 million Euros
The biomedical sector was the most funded one by the EU. Despite an extensive 
research effort in several projects for over 10 years, there are only few smart textile 
clothing products on the market, and the volume of business, if declared, seems to 
be modest in the context of fashion and clothing. However, there are some newly 
established companies focused on the development and commercialization of smart 
textile clothing. An interesting aspect in these efforts to commercialize smart textiles 
is the interdisciplinary collaboration between companies in fashion and electronics, 
respectively. Besides pure fashion companies, there are some companies established 
that sell know-how on how to integrate electronics into textiles and clothing. A 
number of EU projects in smart textiles have been supported over the last decades. 
Most of the supported projects are within the health monitoring area. Another type 
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of projects at the EU level is developed enabling technologies for smart textiles, for 
example, stretchable electronics, integration of electronics in textiles, technologies 
that are necessary for the development of smart textile applications, health moni-
toring for medical assistance, health monitoring integrated in work wear, projects 
developing enabling technologies, fashion, and clothing companies.
Consultancy partners specialized in textile and electronics. The combination 
of textiles and electronics in smart textiles has opened up for a new type of consul-
tancies who are specialized in the combination of textiles and electronics. These 
consultancies concentrate their business in supporting other companies in their 
manufacturing of smart textiles and clothing rather than manufacturing and selling 
their own collections. However, some of them combine their consultancy with the 
manufacturing and marketing of their own technologies or materials [14].
2.1 Wearable technologies and fashion
The Swedish school of textile has thoroughly investigated the field of wearable 
technologies. The report on smart textiles and wearable technologies [6] presents an 
overview as a basis of further discussion of how smart textiles could be introduced in 
fashion. As shown there are already some commercial initiatives around Europe who 
specifically target fashion. What is also obvious is that there has been an extensive 
research activity both at the European and national levels in the area of smart textiles 
and clothing. The total funding of the presented EU projects, for example, is around 
70 million Euros, which could be seen as a high financial contribution. It should 
though be noted that the money is shared between researchers in different areas such 
as textiles, electronics, wireless technology, battery research, and system engineer-
ing. These research efforts are therefore not only a concern in smart textiles since 
the results also contribute to developments in other areas. Despite a rather extensive 
research effort, the industrial and commercial activities are still in its infancy.3
The report “a roadmap on smart textile” [17] focuses on the potential of the smart 
textile; it divides the market into three areas: healthcare, workwear, and sports. The 
fashion industry is not studied and neither considered as a field of interest for the 
future. In another market survey, carried out by Ohmatex [18], fashion is considered 
as one of the areas but assessed as irrelevant initiatives, because of the size of the 
impact. The analysis reveals the barriers between the research and the commercial 
outlets which have been overtaken by several emerging designers, among which, for 
the originality of the proposals, Cutecircuit [19, 20], Pankaj and Nidhi [21], Anouk 
Wipprecht [22], Becca McCharen [23], Pauline van Dongen [24], and Akll Giysiler 
[25]. Some products result in an effective connection between healthcare and work-
wear, mediated by innovative stylistic elements: Clothing+, HVDING [26], MOON 
Berlin [27], Myontec, No-contact [28], Philips Lightning Lumialive [29], Stealth 
Wear anti-drone garments [30], Textronics [31], Utope [32], and WARMx [33].
The difference between implementations for healthcare and workwear, and 
implementations in the fashion field, is that in the first case, they are oriented to 
health monitoring or facilitating the wearer’s communication, whereas in fashion 
applications, they are more oriented to a visual or a tactile feedback.
Looking at the latest high-fashion brand collections, which include smart cloth-
ing or accessories, we can find encouraging signals about the business perspectives. 
Ralph Lauren, Opening Ceremony, Rebecca Minkoff [34, 35], Karl Lagerfeld, and 
Hussein Chalayan [36] are just some of the great brands that have integrated various 
types of wearable technologies into their products. Chanel [37] launched a line of 
LED-powered handbags in the Spring-Summer 2017 collection, and it appears to be 
3 Lena Berglin, op. cit.
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determined to integrate new technologies into its brand. Chanel has been trying to sort 
out its relationship with technology, looking for the ways in which technology tucked 
into clothes can improve our lives or at least make fashion become more interesting.
The contemporary presence of emerging designers and “approaches to wearable 
technologies,” made by big brand, Andrew Bolton, the Costume Institute’s chief 
curator, states that “Technology is eroding the difference between haute couture 
and ready-to-wear” [38].
The most common market entry barriers are current technology limits and 
the lack of standardization. Encumbrance, energy consumption, interconnection 
between textile materials and electronics, lack of standardization and quality systems, 
and training are examples of technical barriers. Low production rates and costs are 
barriers which are additional aspects related to the constraints imposed by safety and 
health. These factors affect both emerging designers, oriented to design and produce 
exclusive outfit and prototypes, and high fashion, oriented to realize one-of-a-kind 
outfit (Figure 7). It is likely that collaborations between these worlds, distant from 
economic capacity but convergent on technologies and the scale of production, can be 
considered. The adoption of wearable technologies by the industry, as well as it is for 
the society, is just at its first steps. Mesut [39] lists some of the possible applications: 
ease the life for the people with impairments; enable companies to interact with the-
ater business people easier, to conduct market research more effectively and to apply 
sales and service strategies more efficiently; enable policemen, firemen, and military 
members to provide public and personal safety; enhance the virtual reality in games; 
and enable the doctors to monitor health indicators for the people continuously. These 
examples demonstrate how wearable technologies will make life easier and safer and 
how they can help to improve the entertainment market with new features.
3. The Scatol8 srl in the computational clothing
Scatol8 srl has a branch in the textile industry, called Indigo Laboratories. The 
emphasis on laboratory activity refers to the performance of the garment creation; 
in particular they are carefully designed to achieve both esthetic and functional 
performances. In the textile field, new technologies allow to extend the functions of 
garment. Indigo Laboratories, with its products, operates on the integration between 
electronics and textiles. The business is the creation of prototypes that incorporate 
the Scatol8 guidelines (accessibility, modularity, eco-compatibility, dissemination 
of knowledge) and their application to the production of garments integrated with 
Figure 7. 
One “ready to wear” kimono.
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out its relationship with technology, looking for the ways in which technology tucked 
into clothes can improve our lives or at least make fashion become more interesting.
The contemporary presence of emerging designers and “approaches to wearable 
technologies,” made by big brand, Andrew Bolton, the Costume Institute’s chief 
curator, states that “Technology is eroding the difference between haute couture 
and ready-to-wear” [38].
The most common market entry barriers are current technology limits and 
the lack of standardization. Encumbrance, energy consumption, interconnection 
between textile materials and electronics, lack of standardization and quality systems, 
and training are examples of technical barriers. Low production rates and costs are 
barriers which are additional aspects related to the constraints imposed by safety and 
health. These factors affect both emerging designers, oriented to design and produce 
exclusive outfit and prototypes, and high fashion, oriented to realize one-of-a-kind 
outfit (Figure 7). It is likely that collaborations between these worlds, distant from 
economic capacity but convergent on technologies and the scale of production, can be 
considered. The adoption of wearable technologies by the industry, as well as it is for 
the society, is just at its first steps. Mesut [39] lists some of the possible applications: 
ease the life for the people with impairments; enable companies to interact with the-
ater business people easier, to conduct market research more effectively and to apply 
sales and service strategies more efficiently; enable policemen, firemen, and military 
members to provide public and personal safety; enhance the virtual reality in games; 
and enable the doctors to monitor health indicators for the people continuously. These 
examples demonstrate how wearable technologies will make life easier and safer and 
how they can help to improve the entertainment market with new features.
3. The Scatol8 srl in the computational clothing
Scatol8 srl has a branch in the textile industry, called Indigo Laboratories. The 
emphasis on laboratory activity refers to the performance of the garment creation; 
in particular they are carefully designed to achieve both esthetic and functional 
performances. In the textile field, new technologies allow to extend the functions of 
garment. Indigo Laboratories, with its products, operates on the integration between 
electronics and textiles. The business is the creation of prototypes that incorporate 
the Scatol8 guidelines (accessibility, modularity, eco-compatibility, dissemination 
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hardware and software, components belonging to the wearable technologies, or, more 
specifically, computational clothing. The commitment in this area is functional to 
the achievement of Scatol8’s goal, which is to ultimately disseminate the culture of 
sustainability, through modular and environmentally friendly products and projects, 
which promote relationship awareness between the individual and the environment 
where he lives. Therefore, our proposal combines a scientific application—related to 
the monitoring of environmental quality parameters—with fashion.
“Computational clothing” is a concept which emphasizes efforts to integrate com-
puters and clothing. The manufactory aims to make garments which have the ability to 
process, store, retrieve, and send information. This capability will allow clothing and 
accessories to work as a stand-alone computer, to “react” according to environmental 
conditions and/or to connect to the Internet or other networks. Also, computational 
clothing will be able to change its appearance; it will allow users to access on specific 
apps “loaded” on modern smart devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) [40].
In the field of textiles and clothing, Scatol8 srl works in a network with some close 
relatives:
• With the QUMAP Laboratory (QUMAP is the Italian acronym for quality of 
goods and product reliability), located at the PIN—University of Citta di Prato.
• With the Phytolab-DiSIA Laboratory of the University of Florence, to study and 
applicate new plant fibers (e.g., nettle and hemp) and natural dyes obtained 
from waste of the agro-industry such as oenological, fruit and vegetable, olive 
oil sector, and/or by officinal dyeing species.
• With two Italian SME that produce eco-leather from vegetable source, that is, 
the scraps of vine-wineries and olive tree pruning activities.
3.1 Interactive denim kimonos
The capsule collection we made, interactive denim kimonos (Figure 8), is made 
up of five short kimono models (Hanten), which respect the traditional proportions 
of this type of garment, winking to a more European fit, so it can be easily worn all 
days, in casual circumstances. The choice of a garment that belongs to the millen-
nial Japanese tradition, but realized with the renowned Italian craftsmanship, has 
been carried out with the specific aim of demonstrating how the integration with 
wearable technologies is more than ever flexible and can be adapted and modulated 
according to the context, even if this means merging two apparently distant worlds.
Kimonos are packed in an environmentally friendly way: each garment is made 
from three vintage high-quality jeans (100% cotton) that, dismantled and reas-
sembled, create a new item of clothing with completely different use of the starting 
materials, even though it has their distinctive patterns in a patch of blue or black tones.
We used special natural fabric ribbon, dyed with natural dyes for the integra-
tion of LEDs and patches in eco-leather, it has harmoniously conversed with the 
jeans patchwork, and it allowed us to achieve a unique and original result. Natural 
dyes, obtained from aqueous extraction or by green technologies, may be yellow 
obtainable from Carthamus or Curcuma; yellow-orange from golden onion and red 
onion; red from species rubia red beet, and myrtle or from scraps of the wine sector 
such as vinegar and grapevine; brown obtainable from chestnut extract; blue from 
spirulina algae; or by extraction from the Guado species.
Alternatives of hardware, software, and fabrics have been routinely verified 
in their reciprocal relations, to reach the present proposal by a network of Italian 
companies that worked together for the execution of the capsule collection.
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3.2 Hardware and software components
Kimonos are equipped with a Scatol8 system, made up of hw and sw. The hard-
ware consists of the following elements:
• Microcontroller Arduino-Arduino Micro
• Bluetooth module DSD TECH HM-10 Bluetooth 4.0 BLE IBeacon UART with 
4PIN Basic card for ONU R3 of Arduino 2560 mega nano-sensors
• NooElec 1m actuators 60-Pixel Addressable 24-Bit RGB LED Strip, 5V, 
Waterproof IP68, WS2812B (WS2811), 4-Pin JST-SM
The software runs the Scatol8 system:
• Allows dialog between microcontroller, sensors, and actuators
• Realizes the smartphone app in Android and iOS
• Manages communication, via Bluetooth, to the smartphone, allowing colors 
changing schemes and sequences of the LEDs
• Manages communication between Scatol8 and the server
• Draws and makes the dashboard Crusc8 working
• Processes data to draw environmental quality maps
Table 2 shows the programming languages used for carrying out the activities.
Figure 8. 
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Alternatives of hardware, software, and fabrics have been routinely verified 
in their reciprocal relations, to reach the present proposal by a network of Italian 
companies that worked together for the execution of the capsule collection.
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Figure 9. 
A running kimono. It detects one environmental variable and change the LED’s light proportionally to the 
acquired value.
Features can be set based on the user’s needs both with sensors and actuators. The pro-
totypes presented change their appearance depending on the sound intensity or the 
temperature or the brightness; dozens of sensors are available, and most of them are 
currently being tested to customize kimonos. The LEDs, driven by the open-source 
microcontrollers, take on a bright intensity and different colors to reflect the trend 
of the variables and to adapt to the color of the fabric (Figure 9). In addition to 
the LEDs, there are other actuators used in computational clothing: for example, 
it is possible to use heating systems that intervene when the temperature drops 
below a certain threshold, interaction systems with smartphones, for the collection 
and transmission of data, buzzers, etc. Also, through a smartphone application 
(Figure 10), you can set the color and LED sequences as you liked, depending on 
the style of your cloth, circumstance, or mood. In this way, the system continues 
to collect data through the sensors, but the chromatic effect is not determined by 
the intensity of the monitored variables. Kimono holders can log and make avail-
able the date, time, place, and intensity of the variable measured by their clothing 
(Figure 11). This allows the drawing of environmental thematic maps.
3.3 Environmental review
Kimonos have sprung out from the design planning of Figure 3. Alternatives 
of hardware, software, and fabrics have been routinely verified in their reciprocal 
Project part Adopted language
Microcontroller C++
App mobile C#, sql
Database Sql
Backend HTML, PHP, JavaScript, SQL
Table 2. 
The adopted programming languages.
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relations, to reach the present proposal. Figure 12 describes the workflow of an 
interactive kimono. If we consider the process for the production of kimono from a 
gate-to-gate perspective, the input factors are:
Figure 10. 
The mail page of the application. The user can set the color of the kimono and read the detected environmental 
variable.
Figure 11. 
The smartphone app forwards the collected data to a server. In this way it’s possible to check the values 
everywhere using a browser, not just if you are near the kimono.
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• Fabrics (denim, hemp, eco-leather)
• Various materials (sewing thread of various diameters, model paper, writing 
instruments, tailor-made meter)
• Equipment (sewing machines, computers, microcontrollers, sensors, LEDs)
• Tools (tailor’s scissors, needles)
• Various software
• Electric energy
• Human resources of multiple professionalism
The operations carried out are exclusively of a physical nature (drawing, cutting, 
and sewing), and the wastes (wastes of fabric) are reused in other artifacts.
Noting the low environmental impact of the operations carried out in the 
production of kimono, the improvement of environmental performance has been 
sought through a critical analysis and evaluation of kimono components, consider-
ing the type of raw materials and components and the susceptibility to substitu-
tion, in relation to the available environmental information. Table 3 describes the 
situation.
Following the implementation of this decision-making scheme, in the frame-
work of an environmental review, attention was focused on the type of fabric and 
on the identification of an alternative to cotton use.
With regard to the opportunity of denim replacement, this has emerged with 
reference to the environmental impacts that take place upstream within the Indigo 
Laboratories production process.
From a broader point of view, from cradle to grave, the life cycle assessment 
(LCA) would take into account the environmental impacts of denim.
Figure 12. 
The workflow of an interactive kimono.
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Figure 13 shows the map of key processes in the textile production chain, no 
matter the type of fiber, being it synthetic, artificial, or natural.
Fibers, yarns, fabrics, and garments are the elements that mark the evolution 
stages. Each of them is a product, i.e., the output of transformation activities that 
generate a burden of an environmental impact, in terms of waste water, solid waste, 
and air emission.
If you want to evaluate the complete environmental impact, applying the LCA 
methodology, upstream the manufacturing process, there is the stage of fiber 
production; downstream there are the stages of distribution, use, and disposal [42].
Figure 14 drops the general scheme to the case of the production of cotton cloth-
ing. Each phase can be considered in itself a from-gate-to-gate form, or the whole 
cycle of transformations can be evaluated, in a from-cradle-to-grave form. Scott 
Camp, Gordon Clark, Laura Duane, and Aaron Haight have studied the life cycle of 
jeans from cradle to grave as a collection of seven independent systems. These systems 
in their respective order are (1) cotton production; (2) fabric production; (3) garment 
manufacturing; (4) transportation and distribution; (5) consumer use; (6) recycling, 
which then goes back to step (2); or (7) waste stream in a landfill [41]. Each phase 
is linked to the subsequent by a transportation activity. If we consider that cotton 
cultivation is restricted to subtropical areas and that garment manufacturing involves 
companies located in various countries, from Far East to South and Central America 
and the USA, it’s easy to have an idea about the environmental burdens of transports.
Figure 15 deepens the disposal phase and includes recycling processes. After the 
use phase, discarded garments can be incinerated (with the generation of energy) 
or dumped into a landfill. But they can be recycled, after collection and sorting. 
Depending on their conditions, they can be reused as secondhand products; their 
Parts of kimono Need for 
replacement
Susceptibility to substitution
Denim (cotton) Appropriate Possible
Ribbon (natural fibers dyed with natural 
dyes)
Not necessary —
Patch of eco-leather Not necessary —
Electronics To be verified Not possible in the short term
Batteries To be verified Partial
Table 3. 
Parts of a kimono and opportunities for ad environmental improvement.
Figure 13. 
The map of key processes.
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Figure 15. 
Life cycle stages of a cotton clothing, with a focus on end-of-life options.
Figure 14. 
Life cycle stages of a cotton clothing.
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fibers can be recycled in the production of a new fabric; parts of them can be used 
for the production of new garments; and, in this case, we use the term upcycling.4 
The valorization of discarded garments is made up of the circular economy and 
extends the life cycle of a product, promoting material and energy recovery.
With regard to denim (cotton), the recovery of a material results in an environ-
mental gain as disposal has been avoided; the same can be said for the eco-leather 
fabrics, being produced with waste of agriculture.
Numerous bibliographic references on the application of LCA to cotton fiber, 
denim fabrication, jeans packaging, use, and disposal emphasize critical aspects in 
various phases, especially in relation to water use and use of pesticides.5
Cotton is the world’s most pesticide- and chemical-intensive crop. Of all the 
insecticides sprayed worldwide, cotton spraying accounts for roughly of them, also 
consuming 10% of the world’s pesticides on an annual basis with an estimated cost 
of the pesticides totaling $2.6 billion [43].
These factors have been highlighted and discussed in the framework of a review 
by the Indigo Laboratories team with the aim of identifying improvement margins 
and assessing their feasibility.
The research of an alternative fiber was based on scientific contributions that 
evaluated, with LCA methodology, the environmental impact over the entire life 
cycle of other fibers.
Considering the whole textile chain, from spinning to finishing, it cannot be ignored 
that the use of chemicals may have carcinogenic and neurological effects, may cause 
allergies, and may affect fertility. During these processes, large amounts of water and 
energy are used, and, in general, non-biodegradable wastes are produced [55].
What are the alternatives to cotton? Emily Kenny-Troughton [46] examines all 
the available options to avoid or limit the environmental and social impact of the 
denim production process (Figure 16). These alternatives include, but are not 
limited to, recycled cotton, in-conversion cotton, organic cotton, organic flax, 
bamboo fiber, BCI cotton, hemp and nettle fibers, TENCEL TM as apex Modal, 
and recycled polyester. Conventional hemp is very different from cotton; as the 
plant requires little to no pesticides, fungicides, or herbicides and as it grows so 
4 With the term upcycling, the transformation of a waste into a new fashion object using creativity is 
indicated. Coined for the first time in 1994 by journalist Reiner Pilz and officially cleared in 1997 in the 
same book by Gunter Pauli, the concept of upcycling is well defined and largely distinct from the most 
consolidated recycle term, which describes an industrial process of transformation of waste. The “end 
of life” of products in the fashion system Rome, October 2013, edited by Clemente Tartaglione and Sara 
Corradini with research contributions of Gianmarco Guazzo, Mauro Di Giacomo.
5 A large part of the sustainable solutions currently offered focus on the fibers used to create the 
garments and the ethical and environmental impact that they have. Aside from the petroleum-based 
obvious bad guys like polyester, cotton is one of the least sustainable fibers currently in use by the cloth-
ing industry. Issues with the fiber range from enormous water usage to the controversy of GMO crops 
and from exploitation of farmers to the widespread use of harmful chemicals. Around 20 million tonnes 
(USA) (18.14 billion kg) of cotton are grown every year (wwf.panda.org, 2016), and these fibers are pres-
ent in over 50% of all clothing and other textiles (cottoninc.com, 2016). An example of how inefficient 
growing cotton is takes around 1514 liters of water for a simple cotton t-shirt (including all processes) 
and around a staggering 6814 liters of water (Tree- Hugger.com, 2016) to fully process a pair of jeans. 
The amount of cotton needed for one t-shirt and one pair of jeans is 1 kg (wwf.panda.org, 2016), and 
just over 1 billion pairs of jeans are sold annually on a global scale (statisticbrain.com, 2016), which gives 
a rough total of around 1 billion kilos of cotton being affected by the denim industry a year. This shows 
that steps taken to reduce denim’s impact can have large-scale consequences. Research Report, Emily 
Kenny-Troughton, 500668689, International Fashion & Management, Ligia Hera & Jacqui Haker, page 5, 
13/06/2016.
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fast, it leaves all other weeds in the shade. In order to make threads from hemp, 
it is necessary to use the best fibers that are found in the stalk of the plant. This 
process does not require any chemicals at all, only using the enzymes naturally 
found in the plant itself meaning that it does little to no harm to the environment, 
workers, or end users of the product [45]. Lea Turunen states that comparison 
between hemp and cotton is difficult, due to lack of comparable data, but for the 
crop production stage, hemp performs clearly better than cotton with respect to 
pesticide use and water use. To improve hemp performance, she recommends to 
concentrate on fiber processing and yarn production stages, where hemp requires 
more energy [47].
There are studies which provide rankings of textile fibers according to their 
environmental impacts, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 17 [44, 45].
Hemp conventionally grown performs very well. In addition, its evaluation 
would be even better in our reality, as hemp has been cultivated for centuries in 
Figure 16. 
One kimono made of hemp.
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Piedmont. The fabric supply market is very close to our company, minimizing 
economic and environmental impacts.
Figure 18 shows the production of hemp fibers. Spinning and dyeing, fabric 
manufacturing being the same as cotton, and differences in terms of environmental 
impacts can be found at the agricultural production, straw processing, and trans-
port stages. The best alternative is raw hemp or dyed with natural pigments.6
In literature, many studies highlight the benefits of hemp, also due to its use in 
many economic sectors, leading to the integral use of its parts [47–51].
It is a fiber that can be used for the production of a variety of commercial items 
such as textiles, clothing, thermal insulation, paint, paper, biofuel, biodegradable 
plastics, food, and animal feed [52, 53].
Ribbons and patch of eco-leather—The ribbons and the patch in eco-leather are 
made of natural fibers and dyed with natural pigments; they do not need to be 
replaced.
Electronics—Electronic devices, consisting of microcontrollers, sensors, and 
LEDs, evolve rapidly: it is likely to presume that the market will produce even more 
miniaturized products, available, so constructed with less material, as a concrete 
example of dematerialization strategies.
To get an environmental impact assessment of electronic components, we 
started an LCA study of the electronic devices we use. As far as LEDs are con-
cerned, there are studies that unequivocally determine environmental benefits 
of LEDs compared to other forms of lighting (which would not be usable in 
6 Conventional hemp is very different from cotton; as the plant requires little to no pesticides, fungi-
cides, or herbicides and as it grows so fast, it leaves all other weeds in the shade.
Ranking Fibers
Class A Recycled cotton, recycled nylon, recycled polyester, organic hemp, organic flax (linen)
Class B TENCEL, organic cotton, in-conversion cotton
Class C Conventional hemp, ramie, PLA, conventional flax (linen)
Class D Virgin polyester, polyacrylic, Lenzing Modal
Class E Conventional cotton, virgin nylon, rayon (cuprammonium), bamboo viscose, wool, generic 
viscose
Unclassified Silk, organic wool, leather, elastane, acetate, cashmere, alpaca
Table 4. 
Environmental impact of textile fibers.
Figure 17. 
Degree of sustainability of various fibers compared to cotton.
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Piedmont. The fabric supply market is very close to our company, minimizing 
economic and environmental impacts.
Figure 18 shows the production of hemp fibers. Spinning and dyeing, fabric 
manufacturing being the same as cotton, and differences in terms of environmental 
impacts can be found at the agricultural production, straw processing, and trans-
port stages. The best alternative is raw hemp or dyed with natural pigments.6
In literature, many studies highlight the benefits of hemp, also due to its use in 
many economic sectors, leading to the integral use of its parts [47–51].
It is a fiber that can be used for the production of a variety of commercial items 
such as textiles, clothing, thermal insulation, paint, paper, biofuel, biodegradable 
plastics, food, and animal feed [52, 53].
Ribbons and patch of eco-leather—The ribbons and the patch in eco-leather are 
made of natural fibers and dyed with natural pigments; they do not need to be 
replaced.
Electronics—Electronic devices, consisting of microcontrollers, sensors, and 
LEDs, evolve rapidly: it is likely to presume that the market will produce even more 
miniaturized products, available, so constructed with less material, as a concrete 
example of dematerialization strategies.
To get an environmental impact assessment of electronic components, we 
started an LCA study of the electronic devices we use. As far as LEDs are con-
cerned, there are studies that unequivocally determine environmental benefits 
of LEDs compared to other forms of lighting (which would not be usable in 
6 Conventional hemp is very different from cotton; as the plant requires little to no pesticides, fungi-
cides, or herbicides and as it grows so fast, it leaves all other weeds in the shade.
Ranking Fibers
Class A Recycled cotton, recycled nylon, recycled polyester, organic hemp, organic flax (linen)
Class B TENCEL, organic cotton, in-conversion cotton
Class C Conventional hemp, ramie, PLA, conventional flax (linen)
Class D Virgin polyester, polyacrylic, Lenzing Modal
Class E Conventional cotton, virgin nylon, rayon (cuprammonium), bamboo viscose, wool, generic 
viscose
Unclassified Silk, organic wool, leather, elastane, acetate, cashmere, alpaca
Table 4. 
Environmental impact of textile fibers.
Figure 17. 
Degree of sustainability of various fibers compared to cotton.
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garments); the literature does not provide estimates for microprocessors and sen-
sors that we used.
Batteries—The batteries currently used have a weight of about 250 g and a 
variable lifetime depending on the type of usage but can also reach 3 h of autonomy 
before being recharged.
The ability to integrate into the garment photovoltaic cells would reduce the size 
and weight of the batteries but would require an LCA verification of the cells them-
selves. It is something on which we are currently working with a special prototype.
As a final decision, at the end of the review on environmental performance of 
kimono, it has been decided to plan the manufacture of a line of hemp made of 
kimono which is significant not only for the environmental point of view but also 
for the recovery of cultural values associated with the cultivation and use of hemp.
4. Conclusions
Scatol8 for Sustainability is an entrepreneurial initiative that raises the theme 
of sustainability by incorporating it into luxury goods. Buying a Scatol8 product 
means belonging to an elite who appreciates handicraft products, an expression of 
Made in Italy, and acting to be aware of the environment in which one moves. Then, 
culture becomes a matter of luxury. In a magmatic market of consumer goods, it 
is not the price to decree the exclusive connotation. The price limits the boundary 
between who has and who does not have. Luxury, in the Scatol8 vision, delimits the 
boundary between who is and who is not.
The concept of Scatol8 has been presented through various luxury products 
(Figure 19) that testify the creativity of our innovative start-up. Multidisciplinary 
know-how, creativity, innovation, short lead time, and outcomes that exceed 
expectations are the critical success factors we are working on to improve ourselves 
continually.
Figure 18. 
Production of hemp fibers.
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The S8_ID_KIMONO has been analyzed in detail; it fulfills the requirements of 
portability, modularity, and awareness-raising through continuous monitoring of 
environmental conditions. Hardware and software have been optimized to reduce 
size and energy consumption. Indigo Laboratories’ proposal incorporates functional 
and fashion aspects. The functional side is taken from the various electronic devices and 
consists in monitoring environmental variables; the fashion part is represented by the 
colors, their variation, and intensity, which transform the garment. The transmission 
and processing of data add a scientific aspect. Regarding the monitoring of param-
eters related to the quality of life, the introduction of new sensors on air quality and 
the biomedical field will broaden the capability of the garments and, consequently, 
the business opportunities.
Indigo Laboratories intends to expand the number of corporate network mem-
bers, to increase the effectiveness of joint ventures. Starting with the design of 
garments, developed together with fashion institutes, thanks to a diversification of 
production cycles, Scatol8 will be able to develop products whose degree of cus-
tomization will increase. In view of continuous improvement, we plan to introduce 
patches of natural fabrics, dyed with natural dyes, to enhance cultivation and 
environmentally virtuous practices, carried out in Italy.
In addition, a current work in progress is the expected adoption of design for 
environment techniques to develop garments that, from design, propose to integrate 
hardware not to simply add it. The transition from application to electronic integra-
tion is important, in our opinion, to give birth to really new cloth in shapes and style.
In addition to kimono, the electronic system miniaturization and the versatility of the 
LEDs allow Scatol8 to be integrated in other garments, suitable for every occasion; for 
example, the cotton t-shirt collections, which supported Scatol8’s message from 2013 
onward, made with strictly certified sustainability fabrics [54], will be renewed and 
revolutionized by the interaction made possible by the patented device.
Cost reduction that could be achieved by standardizing the models would lead 
to the spread of garments that, from the point of view of environmental quality 
research, would potentially allow thousands of surveys, georeferenced, useful to 
undertake health policies and to evaluate their effectiveness. Monitoring of envi-
ronmental conditions and biomedical parameters will provide guidance to improve 
the quality of life by enabling, in emergencies, the sending of warning signals or the 
pilotage of systems designed to improve conditions.
Figure 19. 
The capsule collection S8-ID-kimono, presented during the exhibition “Y Kimono Now,” in Caraglio (CN), 
Piedmont, Italy.
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the biomedical field will broaden the capability of the garments and, consequently, 
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In addition to kimono, the electronic system miniaturization and the versatility of the 
LEDs allow Scatol8 to be integrated in other garments, suitable for every occasion; for 
example, the cotton t-shirt collections, which supported Scatol8’s message from 2013 
onward, made with strictly certified sustainability fabrics [54], will be renewed and 
revolutionized by the interaction made possible by the patented device.
Cost reduction that could be achieved by standardizing the models would lead 
to the spread of garments that, from the point of view of environmental quality 
research, would potentially allow thousands of surveys, georeferenced, useful to 
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